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Chapter 1
Introduction
During the years, the Internet and in particular web services have seen an increasing
commercial success and an ever increasing user traffic. Frequently accessed services,
such as very popular web sites, have to deal with a huge and still growing amount of
requests, thus often suffering from network and server congestions and bottlenecks
problems. This in turn has paved the way for the development of systems overcom-
ing the traditional client-server paradigm. Hosting a web content at a single server
results in the impossibility to provide the services with an acceptable level of client
perceived quality when the content is highly popular: This can be either because of
high response times, or because some user requests are lost. Server administrators
could try to improve web services performance by improving server hardware, or
by increasing the bandwidth available to the server. However, trials in this direction
proved to be not enough to react to the increasing user demands.
1.1 Commonly used solutions
Many solutions have been proposed for the problems making content accessible by
an increasing number of users without affect negatively the users’ perceived quality
of the service. Employed techniques are based on either reducing the load managed
by a server or by distributing it among a plurality of hosts. The first solution is often
referred to as mirroring. Mirroring consists in replicating a content in many locations
(the mirrors) across the Internet. The users can then choose from a list of different
URLs the mirror more suitable for them. Mirroring is therefore not a transparent
approach, although it is still used especially for long downloads (e.g., ftp).
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A second solution, more important for the objectives of this dissertation, is the
technique called caching.
Caching
According to the HTTP/1.1 standard ([33]), a cache is defined as a local store of
response messages, along with the subsystem that controls local message storage, re-
trieval, and deletion. Caching has been used since the very beginning of the web. The
first web server at the CERN Lab in Geneva ([60]) already had an associated proxy
server that included a cache. Caching most widely cited goal is to reduce the user-
perceived latency [51], that is, the time difference between the moment a web request
is issued and the time the response is displayed by the client software. Caching also
aims at reducing the load on the network, by avoiding multiple transmissions of the
same response. The original server providing the content (the origin server) gains
benefits from caching, as this effectively adds an intermediary that handles requests
on its behalf.
Caching is commonly implemented by ISPs, by using a host situated close to the
customers, called caching proxy. Clients can be configured to use this proxy as an
intermediary either manually or automatically. Clients configuration can be avoided
by making use of a so called interception proxy. This is a proxy that either examines
client messages directly so to intercept web requests, or that receives the traffic flow
from another network element in charge of performing traffic interception.
Upon the reception of a request the proxy decides whether it can satisfy it using
its local storage. If this is the case, it returns the cached response. In case this is
not possible, it directly contacts the origin server on behalf of the user: In this case
the cache returns the response to the user only after having received it by the origin
server. The cache must decide whether the message is cacheable (it could not be
because of non-reusability or because of privacy issues), must check if there is local
space available to store it, and in case there is no space available, it has to decide
whether it is convenient to delete some of the objects already stored.
On the client side, since the requested objects are brought closer to the users,
the customers perceive reduced latency. The system is also considered more reliable
because the clients can obtain a copy of the content even when the remote server is
not available.
From the point of view of an ISP, caching is not only able to reduce the latency
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experienced by its customers, but has also another significant benefit: It reduces the
load inside its backbone. Web events, such as sport events, tend to generate sudden
spikes in the user traffic (flash crowds). When these events occur, deploying caches
can be cheaper than increasing the backbone capacity. The bandwidth that is freed as
a result of caching also enables the ISP to support more customers without improving
the existing infrastructure. Note also that ISPs typically pay their upstream provider
based on the bandwidth. As a consequence, by reducing the bandwidth they need,
they can lower the overall costs.
Many issues must be considered when exploiting caching. First, as mentioned,
the proxy must decide whether the retrieved content is cacheable. To this aim, it
must first examine protocol specific information. The HTTP/1.1 RFC ([33]) specifies
a series of directives to provide response cacheability information that should be
considered by the caches.
Apart from protocol restrictions, a cache has its own set of rules to decide on the
cacheability of objects. This can be affected by various properties of the response
message, such as its size, or the fact that this message is dynamically generated.
On the other hand, the cache should ensure the freshness of a cached response be-
fore returning it, and this is not a trivial task. Policies are typically based on a time-to-
live assigned to objects by the proxy itself, on data contained in the HTTP/1.1 header
(e.g., cacheability information, expiration times), on the frequency of requests, and
on the frequency of content updates as obtained by checking the origin server.
Another important issue is how to manage disk space in the cache. At some
point the cache can become full, and some policy has to be implemented for making
room for new objects. According to [70], in practical implementations caches use
two thresholds, H and L, H > L, to guide the replacement process. As soon as the
total size S of locally cached objects exceeds the high watermark H , the cache starts
deleting objects, stopping the process when S < L. Cache replacement policies can
take into account many parameters such as the cost of fetching the object, the cost of
storing it, the past number of accesses to it, the probability of future accesses, and the
time the object was last modified (a resource that has not been modified for a long
time is less likely to be modified in the future). Many policies have been employed
and investigated. In [88] the author shows that there is not a clear winner among the
various approaches. As a consequence, cache developers should carefully consider
many factors before choosing a policy: These factors include the amount of resources
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available at the proxy (CPU, disk space, bandwidth), and the set of clients that will
access the proxy, behaving differently depending on whether in a small organization,
or in an ISP-level proxy. For instance, if the external network bandwidth is limited or
expensive, a policy should be chosen that maximizes the number of saved bytes (size
based policies are not suitable for this). As a second example, in ISP-level proxies,
user traffic results in considerable short-term temporal locality, so that policies such
as LRU are preferable ([61]).
According to what described so far, ISP-side caching results in performance ad-
vantages. However, caching has also several drawbacks.
As explained in [51], it may occur that the origin servers do not want to have the
objects delivered by proxies. The content provider may be interested in having a strict
control on cached resources, i.e., it may tag several responses as not cacheable from
its point of view. The reason is that caching may prevent the provider from tailoring
contents to the specific user, and from obtaining accurate hit counts. These two things
are very important for advertising. Caching could even provide users with out-of-
date content according to policies that are out of the control of the content provider.
Although the HTTP/1.1 protocol gives control to the server over what should be
considered cacheable, not all caches respect this directives. The goal of reducing
user latency and saving bandwidth on the ISP side is sometimes in contrast with the
content provider goals.
All these reasons motivate many servers to use cache busting techniques that
prevent responses from being cached. These techniques include using and exploiting
the existing HTTP/1.1 cache control features (e.g., setting the EXPIRES header to a
value in the past), alterating a page without alterating the user visible content (through
minor modifications to the HTML source), and changing objects URLs in a pseudo-
random way.
In [48] the authors analyze the URL aliasing phenomenon. An object is said to
be aliased when the same content can be retrieved by accessing two different URLs.
By analysing client traces collected for different client populations, the authors dis-
covered that a relevant portion of retrieved web objects (∼ 5%) is aliased, accounting
for as much as ∼ 36% of transferred bytes. The authors also investigate the different
reasons for aliasing. Aliasing can be caused by web authoring tools when insert-
ing clipart images in web pages, but also by flawed metadata provided by the origin
server, such as when it replies with impossible dates for expiration. The important
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point is that this phenomenon effectively reduces the number of hits in ISP-controlled
proxy caches.
In [89] it is shown that improper HTTP setting is another significant reason for in-
efficient use of caching. As much as 30% of objects that are considered uncacheable
could be turned cacheable by properly setting HTTP headers. It further shows that,
for objects having an associated HTTP lifetime, more than 78% of them were found
to be unchanged at the lifetime expiration. This means that caches could avoid check-
ing objects in the vast majority of the cases.
Proposals to discourage cache busting ([38, 66]), require a certain degree of com-
munication between the proxies and the origin server in order to report statistics or
coordinate in delivering advertisements. In [48] a specific method to limit the effects
of URL aliasing is proposed, but this involves modifying the HTTP protocol in order
to transmit a checksum of the retrieved object. These approaches have not obtained
much success. As of today cache busting is still the easiest choice for origin server
administrators.
Finally, note that there are many cases in which the content provider itself wants
to offer a better service to the users, whatever ISP the users use to access the ob-
jects. Caching cannot be used to guarantee the levels of performance, availability,
and reliability that the content provider desires.
Beyond caching In the 1997’s paper [6], Baentsch, Baum, Molter, Rothkugel, and
Sturm, analysed the logs of the University of Kaiserslautern’s main caching proxy,
collected for 6 months. Analyzing these data, the authors pointed out several relevant
problems of current caching mechanisms, including the additional latency clients
have to experience each time their requests are intercepted by a proxy experiencing a
cache miss.
They propose combining caching and replication as a way to overcome these
limitations. Replicating in this paper means dedicating some portion of the caching
servers to a complete mirroring of a manually selected list of URLs which are impor-
tant to the local users. Objects are pushed to the mirroring servers at every update.
The authors simulated such a scenario, assuming the mirroring of the documents most
frequently accessed in their web trace, and varying the amount of space dedicated to
mirroring; the remainder of the disk space is dedicated to caching. They found a 4%
improvement in the object hit ratio when the cache size is 850Mb and the replication
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quota is 40%, but an even higher number of saved bytes.
Server farms Server farms (see [16] for a survey) are another widely used class of
solutions to decrease servers load. A server farm is a collection of servers, placed in
the same physical location, along with a mechanism to distribute the requests among
them, that is usually enforced by a single device (the switching device or switch).
Users see the server set as a single server so that they don’t need to be concerned
about the names and the location of the mirrors, the switching device is placed on
the path from the users to the servers. This device intercepts every request, decides
what server should serve it (according to some policy), and sends it to the selected
server. Many popular web sites employ server farms. Because of their nature, they
are managed by the content provider, and are meant to be used by all customers
accessing the provided contents.
Server farms are effective in reducing origin servers’ load, and can manage also
uncacheable contents (e.g. dynamic, read only contents, that change only depending
on values stored in cookies). As every server in the farm can perform the same com-
putation based on the same data, the client will obtain the same response regardless
of the switch decision. The content can thus be replicated, even if the response itself
could not be cached easily.
Although widely used, server farms are not a ultimate solution to the problem
of accessing web contents and services. They fail to reduce the length of the paths
traversed by both the requests and the replies, and the switching device itself could
possibly become a bottleneck.
1.2 CDNs definitions
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs, [49, 8]) have been introduced to overcome the
limitations of the aforementioned techniques, and offer the content providers with a
complete solution for their problems. They are now commonly deployed, the CDN
provided by Akamai ([2]) is perhaps the most famous, however many different CDN
providers are operational today (see [28] for a complete list).
A CDN is a combination of various subsystems (in figure 1.1 you can see a very
schematic representation): the most important ones from our point of view are the
replica infrastructure and the request distribution system. The replica infrastructure
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Figure 1.1: Simple representation of a Content Delivery Network
consists of a number of edge servers or replicas, each one hosting copies of some of
the provided contents (in the picture, the black boxes at the top represent the replicas).
Contents are replicated over the CDN, in order to move the contents closer to the
users.
The request distribution system, also called request routing system (RRS), is in
charge of intercepting user requests, and transparently redirecting user requests to
the replica which is able to serve the request with the best possible user perceived
quality. It must therefore be aware of the contents hosted at the different replicas and
of network conditions, in order to redirect requests appropriately. In the picture, users
(the gray boxes) access the network via the hosts represented with a cylindric shape,
that are the nodes of the RRS running the request redirection system, deciding where
to route each request based both on location and type of the request.
CDNs systems thus succeed in improving the experience of users when access-
ing web contents, as content is moved closer to the user, while meeting the Content
Provider need for content distribution control. It is also easier to maintain statis-
tics. The provider has full control over the replicas. Another advantage is that many
non cacheable objects can be replicated, so replicas can effectively serve more ob-
jects than caches do (see [77] for a thorough analysis of the possible approaches to
replicate dynamic contents for web applications). Finally, to ensure the freshness of
the contents, content distribution sites may avoid using HTTP, and choose protocols
which allow more efficient communication with the origin server. These mechanisms
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are transparent to the rest of the network.
1.3 Problems to address in CDNs
Designing a CDN requires addressing many problems ([8]). As the CDN must be
efficient for a very large number of users, the edge servers must be deployed in a very
large number in a significantly wide area.
A replica placement mechanism is needed, in order to decide where to place repli-
cas, and how to store proactively and adaptively the appropriate contents, before the
request arrival (this is in sharp contrast with traditional caching). The mechanism
should meet the goal of minimizing the costs for the CDN provider, while maximiz-
ing the user satisfaction.
Another important component is the content update mechanism, that is in charge
of checking whether the content has changed at the origin server, and guarantees the
freshness of the replicas. The existence of such a mechanism also motivates the need
for minimizing the number of replicas, in order to limit the number and complexity
of updates.
The request distribution system is in charge of intercepting user requests, select-
ing the replica most appropriate for serving the request, and directing the user request
to it. This service should locate a replica that is as close as possible to the user, while
avoiding replica performance degradation - e.g., by balancing the load among repli-
cas.
The interception and delivery of the requests can be done by means of a variety of
mechanisms, the most commonly used ones ([52, 84, 31, 79]) being DNS redirection
and URL rewriting, that are sometimes used in combination.
In DNS redirection, the CDN provider manages the DNS for some domains
(ADNS, Authoritative DNS), and when the user requests for a domain name man-
aged by the CDN provider, the system translates the name to the IP address of the
chosen replica. Remember that when making a DNS resolution the client usually
contacts its primary DNS server, that in turn contacts other DNS servers traversing
the DNS hierarchy, and that DNS queries are usually cached by the DNS servers
traversed by resolutions. The main drawbacks of this technique depend on the hier-
archic structure of the DNS, and limit the capability of the DNS to perform different
decisions for each different request:
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• whenever a client asks for a DNS resolution, this goes to its primary DNS
server, that in turn eventually queries another DNS server until reaching the
CDN DNS server for the specific domain. Thus, this last server does not know
the IP of the client, but only the location of the last DNS that queried it, limit-
ing the capability of the RRS in exploiting the client location information for
redirecting its requests to the closest replica
• DNS queries are typically cached by DNS servers, the ADNS can set a time-
to-live on the responses it transmits. Anyway, many DNS implementations do
not honor the TTL value so that the RRS has a coarser control on resolutions.
• users that make use of the same primary DNS server will be redirected to the
same set of replicas during the whole TTL interval.
The other frequently used technique is URL rewriting, also called content modi-
fication. With a web page being made by an HTML file, the web server can modify
both the references to the embedded objects and the anchors, in order to let the client
fetch these resources from a specific surrogate. This technique can be applied stati-
cally, or (more interestingly) on-demand. The main drawbacks for on-demand URL
rewriting are (1) that it imposes a performance overhead every time the page is gen-
erated, and (2) that the first request must always be served by the origin server.
Other interesting, although less used techniques include: application level header
modification (e.g., using HTTP redirection), anycasting (see [8]). Of particular in-
terest is IP level anycast, in which a single IP address is advertised from different
hosts providing the same service. This allows a CDN to direct requests for the same
content through different possible routes. Anycast services in CDNs are usually im-
plemented as BGP anycasting ([9], [14])), in which routes are advertised through the
Border Gateway Protocol.
1.4 Implemented CDNs
In the following we will first review the solutions so far adopted by CDN providers
and we will then summarize which are the objectives of this thesis.
Although the solutions employed by CDN providers are usually proprietary and
thus not of public knowledge, some papers provide insights on the algorithms and
solutions they actually employ.
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In the 2002 paper “Globally Distributed Content Delivery” ([31]), the authors
disclose details about the actual implementation of the systems used by Akamai.
According to them, Akamai uses a network of more than 12000 servers, spread over
1000 networks (as of a more recent whitepaper [3] from the company’s website, the
network now comprises 25000 servers).
They also say that Akamai allocates more replicas in the locations where the load
is higher, not giving further details on this topic. Note that other CDNs use a much
smaller amount of servers: for instance, MirrorImage in its whitepapers ([64, 63])
claims that owning only a few servers (≃ 20, [64]) is an advantage as configuration
and content changes can be deployed faster.
The procedures followed by the RRS for selecting servers are not disclosed in
[31], but they describe the goals of their redirection system. The claim is that it aims
at redirecting every client request to a server that is close (as a function of the client
location, the network conditions, and the dynamic loads of the servers), available and
that is likely to already retain a copy of the requested content.
The request redirection is employed by means of the DNS system. A control
application receives periodical reports from each server, aggregates the data, and
sends them to the DNS dispatcher system. If the load of a server exceeds a certain
threshold, the DNS system itself assigns some of the contents allocated in the server
to another server, eventually lowering its load. When exceeding a second, higher,
threshold, the server is considered not available to clients. To avoid this situation,
the monitoring system can inform the request redirection system, and the server itself
can decide to share a fraction of its load with another server.
Akamai systems have the capability to serve many types of contents, such as
static contents, dynamic contents, and streaming data.
In some work ([42, 79, 52]), extensive probes have been done on the most pop-
ular CDN networks (Akamai seems to be the most studied), giving an experimental
validation of these notions. These papers also sum up relevant information disclosed
during the years and confirm these notions about CDNS.
The first important thing to note is that most CDNs seem to make use of the
DNS redirection, mixed with URL rewriting. Some companies also adopts BGP
anycasting, that opens new interesting possibilities, but is not as widely deployed: the
most relevant CDN providers using such a service are CacheFly [14] and BitGravity
[9].
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CDNs offer either full- or partial- site content delivery services. Full-site content
delivery means that the customer’s content is completely served by the CDN, partial-
site content delivery means that only a certain subset of the web objects are cloned
in the CDN. Usually partial-site content delivery relies on the content provider’s web
pages having URLs rewritten in order to make use of the URL-based redirection. In
[52] it is put in evidence how, in 2001, most of the objects in CDNs were images
(96%-98%), although they accounted for about 40-60% of the total served bytes.
Johnson et al. in [42] put in evidence as the RRS of Akamai and Digital Island
([30]) is not always able to redirect to the current best server, anyway it meets the
goal of avoiding redirections to “bad” servers.
The recent work [79] goes more in depth on the Akamai CDN. By taking accu-
rate measurements from different hosts spread in the world, and decoupling network
effects from server related effects, they were able to provide many interesting data.
First, they confirm that clients in different locations are served by server sets of dif-
ferent size, containing different elements: during a single day, the RRS returned 20
different servers to some clients, while some other client resulted in as much as 200
different servers. Another important point is that Akamai exhibits different perfor-
mance for different customers (“content providers”), some customer results in being
hosted in more than 300 different server, some other one in as few as 43 out of the
many thousands the CDN provider owns. The time delay before the RRS changes the
selected server for a client varies for different geographic areas. For some client lo-
cated in the United States, 80% of the redirections are shorter than 100 seconds; very
long redirection times indeed occur, but this events are very rare and their occurrence
is strongly related to the time-of-the-day. For nodes located in Brazil redirection
times are much longer. The last important finding is that the RRS usually routes the
requests through a path that is less congested than the average (from the experiments,
this is untrue only for requests coming from Brazil), thus supporting Akamai’s claim
of being able to make decisions based on both the network conditions and the server
health.
1.5 Problems definitions
We already analyzed the problems that must be addressed in order to successfully
deploy a CDN. In this dissertation we start from the proposal of a modelization and
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a formulation for managing the replica placement inside a CDN. In the following
paragraphs, we will first give some general definition that we will widely use during
this dissertation, and we will then define the problems that we addressed in our work.
Definitions It is important to clarify what is to be treated as a replication unit,
that is, what’s the structure of the objects that can be replicated. Karlsson and Ma-
halingam in [46] define objects as “data aggregates, such as entire web sites, directo-
ries, or single documents”. In [69], it is stated that in CDNs “a typical practice is to
group Web content based on either correlation or access frequency and then replicate
objects in units of content clusters”.
Note also that these definitions are still valid when dealing with dynamic contents,
as in replication it is possible to replicate both the application and the data ([77]). This
is a very important point, as most served pages are dynamic nowadays.
Throughout this work, we will use the following definitions for “object”, content
and “replica”:
• the word object denotes an element that can be served by the CDN. It is the
minimal unit to be considered for replication.
• with the word content we denote an aggregate or cluster of objects.
• a replica is the clone of a content. A replica can be created in any of the servers
of the replica infrastructure, and is able to reply to queries for its content, on
behalf of the origin server.
Static Replica Placement The replica placement problem in its static variant can
be formulated as follows:
Given a network topology, a set of CDN servers and a given request traffic pattern, de-
cide where content has to be replicated so that some objective function is optimized,
while meeting constraints on the system resources.
The solutions so far proposed typically try to either maximize the user perceived
quality given an existing infrastructure, or to minimize the CDN infrastructure cost
while meeting a specified user perceived performance. Examples of constraints taken
into account are: limits on the servers storage, on the server sustainable load, on
the maximum delay tolerable by the users etc. A thorough survey of the different
objective functions and constraints considered in the literature can be found in [45].
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Despite this problem may at first seem very similar to the problem of filling
up caches in the proxy scenario, it has some important differences. In caching the
available disk/memory space is usually filled with contents until the storage limit is
reached: it is not important to minimize the number of copies, it is more important
to use all the available disk space in order to maximize the probability of retaining
the requested contents. In CDNs instead, it is better to limit the number of different
copies of the same object in order to save bandwidth (the more replicas the more
updates) and CDN costs. Having many servers also negatively influences other pro-
cesses, such as statistics collection, server maintenance, server software configura-
tion...
As a second point, in caching each request is intercepted by the first surrogate
in the path from the user location to the origin server, or by the host configured as a
proxy in the client, whether or not this proxy already has a copy the requested object.
In CDNs instead, requests are intercepted by the system, that possibly knows some
details about the requested object and the placement of replicas. If the content is
available in a service node that is not the closest to the user, but that is good enough
to satisfy the desired constraints, the request routing system will succeed in directing
the request to it.
Dynamic Replica Placement The user request traffic is dynamic and changes over
time. Adopting static solutions in a realistic setting where users traffic changes over
time either results in poor performance or into high maintenance costs. The for-
mer occurs in case replica placement is computed only once (or seldomly recom-
puted) and the same replica configuration is used for long times independently of
current user requests. The latter reflects the case in which static algorithms are ex-
ecuted frequently to try to follow users dynamics, demanding for frequent replicas
add/removals.
Dynamic replica placement schemes explicitly consider the current replica place-
ment and the reconfiguration costs when deciding which replicas to add or remove,
to reflect the current and expected future users needs, while aiming at minimizing the
long-run costs associated to replica adds, removals and maintenance.
Load balancing The RRS is able to direct requests to replicas, and has to choose
appropriate replicas, based redirection on many factors: not only the proximity of
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the client to the serving replica, but also the capability of the replica itself to serve
requests with a low latency.
In a distributed system, if some hosts remain idle while others are very busy,
system performance can be affected drastically. To prevent this, a load balancing
policy can be employed, that balances the workload of the nodes in proportion to
their capacity, thus supporting the effort to minimize the user perceived latency.
1.6 Thesis contributions
This thesis work started from the observation that the majority of the previous so-
lutions presented in the literature specifically address static replica placement, in a
single-content, centralized fashion. We therefore proposed a new model for dynamic
replica placement, considering a number of important constraints and of important
features. Our model considers the possibility for a CDN to separately manage multi-
ple hosted contents. If replica allocation is managed separately for each content, the
system can exploit the behavior of different users populations and place replicas in
the locations where the demand is higher for that specific content. We base our results
on this model and on the centralized optimal solution based on a Semi Markov De-
cision Process, proposed in [7]. After the observation of the behavior of this optimal
scheme we proposed a centralized, dynamic heuristic.
Using a centralized heuristic is not practical, because it has to continuously gather
data and communicate the decisions. We then decided to address the problem in a
distributed way: we assume that each replica is able to monitor its own load, and
based on this to decide when to clone or remove itself.
Our heuristic strongly relies on the RR system. The RRS provides load balancing
among the available replicas redirecting requests only to close-by replicas. A replica
can give the RRS a false feedback on its load (providing an inflated value) in order
to give the information that it wants its load to be reduced, if this does not impair the
system capability in serving requests.
This is exploited by underutilized replicas to progressively decrease their load
(when a replica does not serve traffic, it is deleted).
Our simulations compared the behavior of the distributed, dynamic load balanc-
ing heuristic against the optimal dynamic heuristic, the centralized heuristic and a
greedy heuristic that has been widely used as a reference in literature. We will show
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that our distributed heuristic jointly addresses dynamic replica placement and request
redirection being able to serve requests with good quality, to minimize the number of
allocated replicas, keeping the replicas within a desired utilization level and resulting
in a limited number of replicas add/removals.
We also propose a novel distributed algorithm for request redirection that can
be executed by the nodes of the CDN infrastructure that are in charge of redirect-
ing the requests (“access nodes” from now on), by using only information that can be
obtained by monitoring nearby replica load conditions. We first modeled the load bal-
anced request redirection as an optimization problem, from which we derived a dis-
tributed scheme that minimizes the target function. The request redirection scheme is
then integrated into our scheme for dynamic replica placement, providing a solution
which minimizes the number of replicas, load balancing traffic among the allocated
replicas and keeping the load of allocated replicas within a desirable range of utiliza-
tion. Such range of utilization can be configured by the CDN provider.
1.6.1 Thesis organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
• In chapter 2 we review the state of the art about the static replica placement
problem, starting from the graph theoretical formulation, then describing how
the problem has been addressed in the replica placement literature and how
the formulation has been extended during the last years. We will also review
existing papers that address the dynamic scenario, and we will briefly describe
some problem strictly related to the replica placement. Finally, we will an-
alyze various solutions proposed in literature for balancing the traffic among
servers. We will first review load balancing in locally distributed systems, then
in geographically distributed systems, discussing the problems that arise when
dealing with real redirection techniques.
• In chapter 4 we will describe and analyze approaches for optimum replica
placement. We will review the model, the centralized dynamic heuristic and the
distributed dynamic heuristic we have proposed, and we will show by means
of simulation that the performance of our distributed solution is close to the
performance of the centralized ones.
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• Our distributed load balancing scheme is presented in chapter 5. We discuss
how the distributed scheme can be employed to support the replica placement
heuristic and we describe the request redirection scheme in details. We fi-
nally verify by means of simulations that the distributed algorithm for request
redirection is able to perform load balancing while controlling the replica load
within a predefined level of utilization.
• Finally, in chapter 6 we sum up the issues we addressed and the relevance of
our results, along with a discussion of the possible future directions for our
research.
Chapter 2
State of the art
2.1 Replica placement
2.1.1 What to replicate
The majority of papers dealing with replica placement do not directly address the
problem of what is going to be replicated. The replica can be seen as a mirror of a unit
of aggregated data (selected based on correlated content or similar access frequency).
Current schemes assume that some policy for aggregating data exists, and that the
whole system knows how data is aggregated in contents. We will make the same
assumption in this work. In the following sections we review the solutions that have
been proposed for replica placement and in particular for dynamic replica placement
which is the objective of this thesis.
2.1.2 General formulation of the Replica Placement Problem
The static version of the replica placement problem can be mapped to well-known
graph theoretic problems, such as the facility location problem and the K-median
problems. Both problems are NP-hard ([26]) but good solutions can be obtained in
practice by approximation algorithms ([17, 40, 62, 37]). In particular Charikar and
Guha developed a 1.728-approximation algorithm for the facility location problem,
and a 4-approximation algorithm for the K-median algorithm in the metric space (see
[17]). A 1.52-approximation algorithm has been designed for the facility location in
metric space [62].
The K-median and facility location problems are formalized as follows: let G =
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(V,E) be an undirected graph, and let R ⊆V be a set of locations at which facilities
(centers) can be hosted. Let us also denote with A⊆V a set of clients, and be da,r,a∈
A,r ∈ R the distance between a client a and possible facility location r. Each client
a ∈ A has an associated demand qa.
Facility Location Problem Given a set of facility locations and a set of customers,
the general facility location problem concerns deciding which facilities should be
used and which customers should be served from each facility so as to minimize
the total cost of serving all the customers. Several variants of the problem have
been proposed e.g. based on the definition of specific objective functions and on
the interaction between demand and facilities. Typically building a facility at vertex
r ∈ R has a cost of fr. Each client a assigned to a facility r incurs a cost of qa · da,r .
Constraints can be imposed on the total customer demand that can be served from
a facility; variants of the problem can be defined depending on whether a customer
demand can be splitted among different facilities.
K-median problem In the minimum K-median problem, we must select a set of
centers F ∈ R s.t. |F | = K, and then assign every vertex a ∈ A to the nearest center.
Assigning a to r incurs a cost qa ·da,r. The objective is to select a set of centers F that
minimizes the sum of the assignment costs.
The difference between these two problems can be summarized as follows. The
K-median problem well represents the case in which the number of facilities that can
be opened is fixed. Therefore no cost is associated to the opening of new facilities.
The facility location problem has no bounds on the number of facilities, but aims
at minimizing the costs associated to opening the facilities and serving the clients
demands with a given set of facilities.
Many variations of these problems have been proposed and many are being stud-
ied. There are capacitated versions, in which facilities have an upper bound on the
number of serviceable clients, [21, 18, 50, 20], and uncapacitated versions. Related
problems have been defined relaxing some constraints, e.g. allowing unserved clients
([20]), or, in case of the capacitated version, allowing to exceed the capacity of the
allocated facilities ([21]).
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2.1.3 Static replica placement
Of the solutions proposed in the literature for replica placement, most concern the
static traffic case, i.e. given a traffic pattern they address how to compute the ’best’
replica placement. Basically, given the topology of the network, the set of CDN
servers as well as the request traffic pattern, replicas are placed so that some objec-
tive function is optimized while meeting constraints on the system resources (server
storage, server sustainable load, etc...). Typical problem formulations aim either at
maximizing the user perceived quality given an upper bound on the number of repli-
cas, or at minimizing the cost of the CDN infrastructure while meeting constraints on
the user perceived quality (e.g., latency).
While static replica placement can be modeled as a facility location or k-median
problem (making it possible to reuse the extensive results and solutions available
in the literature) it does not well capture the traffic dynamics that are expected in a
realistic scenario. In such realistic scenarios the static replica placement algorithms
have to be periodically rerun for the system to adapt to changes in the traffic patterns,
resulting in trade-offs between the quality of replica placement and the overhead
associated to frequent replica configuration changes. In this section we review some
of the major solutions proposed for static replica placement. In the following section
we will see how it is possible to account for traffic dynamics.
For the static case, it has been shown that simple efficient greedy solutions result
in very good performance [71], [41], [74] [43]. In [71] Qiu et al. formulate the
static replica placement problem as an uncapacitated minimum K median problem,
in which K replicas have to be selected so that the sum of the distances between each
user and their nearest replica is minimized. They propose a simple greedy heuristic.
In the first iteration, the cost of adding a replica at each replica site is evaluated,
making the assumption that such replica will serve all the clients in the network: this
cost is the sum of the distances from every client to the first replica. The algorithm
places a replica at the site that yields to the lower cost. At the i− th step, by making
the assumption that clients are served by the nearest replica, the algorithm chooses to
add a new replica in a node that, along with the already chosen ones, yields the lowest
cost. The algorithm stops after having chosen K replicas. This simple greedy scheme
is shown to have performance within 50% of the optimal strategy, as computed by
means of the relaxation of an integer linear programming problem formulation. As
the K-median problem implies choosing exactly K replicas, it is not trivial how to
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select an adequate value for K. An evaluation of the greedy scheme to assess the
impact of K on the user satisfaction (expressed in terms of distance between the user
access site and the serving replica), for different traffic patterns, is presented in [57].
Results confirm that the gain of adding new replicas diminishes as the number of
replicas increase. It is important to stress that this result is valid when modeling the
problem in its uncapacitated form, that is, when each replica can serve an arbitrary
number of clients.
Qiu et al. have also proposed “hot spot,” a solution for placing replicas at nodes
that along with their neighbors generate the greatest load [71]. The potential replica
sites are sorted according to the amount of traffic generated in their vicinity, defined
as the number of client sites within a certain radius. The hot spot algorithm simply
places replicas at the top M sites in the ranking. This algorithm is shown to have
slightly higher cost, having performance within 1.6-2 times the optimal cost.
In [80] and [81], “hot zone” is presented as an evolution of the “hot spot” algo-
rithm. The authors note that the average user-replica latency is strongly influenced by
outliers, that is, few nodes that are far from most replicas and experience bad latency.
This motivated their use of the median latency as the primary quality metric to iden-
tify sites for replica placement. The idea is to first identify network regions made of
nodes which can communicate with each other with low latency. This requires rely-
ing on some methods to obtain an estimate of these latencies, and carefully choosing
the criterion to determine the zones size. Regions are then ranked according to the
content request load that they generate and replicas are placed in the regions high
in the ordering. At every step after a replica is allocated, all nodes in its region are
marked in order to avoid considering them in subsequent steps. This prevents from
allocating replicas close to each other. Experimental results show that Hotzone per-
forms slightly worse than the greedy method, while it performs better than Hotspot,
mainly because the latter usually places most of the replicas close to each other. On
the other side, Hotzone’s computational complexity is significantly lower than both
greedy and Hotspot, resulting in much lower computation times.
In [41] Jamin et al. propose the use of optimization conditions more complex than
the simple condition of minimizing the sum of the distances among clients and the
nearest available replicas: possible alternatives are trying to minimize the maximum
RTT, the 95− th percentile of the RTT, the mean RTT. Furthermore, a new “fan-
out based” heuristic is presented, in which replica sites are placed one by one at
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the nodes with the highest number of incident edges, irrespective of the actual cost
function. The rationale is that such nodes are likely to be in strategic places, closest
(on average) to all other nodes, and therefore suitable for replica location, while the
resulting algorithm is much simpler to implement and requires much less network
information than the greedy scheme. The performance evaluation shows that the new
heuristic performs slightly worse than the greedy one.
Radoslavov et al. in [74] further extend the idea of a fan-out based heuristic. They
consider various client placement models, and various realistic internet topologies, in
which they have been able to identify the set of client locations, the Autonomous
Systems (AS), the inter-AS routers. Relying on this decomposition, they propose
a variant on the fan-out heuristic, called “Max-AS/Max Router”: instead of sim-
ply choosing the maximum fan-out node for replica allocation, Max-AS/Max Router
chooses the maximum fan-out AS and picks the maximum fan-out router inside it.
A performance evaluation based on real-world router-level topologies shows that the
“Max-AS/Max Router” based heuristic has trends close to the greedy heuristic in
terms of the average client latency, especially in Internet like topologies, even though
it doesn’t make any use of potentially important information such as the customers
location. An important problem with fan-out based approaches, is that adding clus-
ters of replicas close to the backbone routers which are handling very high quantities
of traffic is likely to change the volume of traffic at these already highly loaded loca-
tions. Further investigation on this impact is needed.
In [82] the authors present a solution which minimizes the costs paid for repli-
cation, while satisfying the requirement that every request is served by a surrogate
within a bounded graph distance (that models maximum tolerated network latency).
The replication cost is decomposed into costs due to storage and costs due to updates.
The authors investigate three different objective functions, that is, minimizing the
storage cost, minimizing the update cost, minimizing a linear combination of both.
They examine a simplified case, in which the request routing system only knows
the location of the origin server and nothing about the location of replicas, so that
each replica can serve a specific request only if this request is routed through it. The
topology in this case can be seen as a tree, rooted at the origin server. The authors
present dynamic programming based algorithms of polynomial complexity to solve
this specific problem.
The previous works focus on allocation of homogeneous replicas, assuming com-
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plete replication. In [43] instead, Kangashariu, Roberts and Ross perform replication
on a per-object basis. The work adapts existing replica placement algorithms to this
new scenario. The set of locations where to store the objects is fixed, each location
has a limited amount of storage space, the decision to be taken is what contents to
store at each location. The authors then propose three simple heuristics:
A distributed one in which every replica site decides to host the contents that are
most popular.
A greedy-local heuristic in which this decision also exploits knowledge of the topol-
ogy, choosing to host the objects that yield the minimum value of a utility
function that combines content popularity and the distance from the candidate
replica site to the clients.
A greedy-global variant, in which a CDN supervisor computes the utility function
for all objects and replica sites and makes global decisions.
Experiments show that the greedy-global scheme has the best performance, while
greedy-local results in little improvement over the distributed heuristic.
In [44] the authors, based on their previous work in [46], try to unify and com-
pare many of the described static placement approaches. They classify the heuristics
based on the set of constraints and on the needed inputs, and evaluate them by means
of simulations. They simulated the various algorithms in an Internet-like topology.
The workload has been derived from a real web access trace. The main contribu-
tion is the proposal of a methodology to assist system designers in choosing the best
replica placement heuristic to meet their performance goals. They conclude that care-
fully choosing replica placement policies is effective in reducing the overall structure
maintenance costs.
2.1.4 Dynamic replica placement
A major limit of all these solutions is that they neglect to consider the natural dy-
namics in the user requests traffic. When network or user traffic changes occur which
would make a different placement less costly or more satisfying for the users, the
only possible solution is to re-apply the placement algorithm from scratch.
Depending on how often the algorithms are executed, the replica placement may
react slowly to the system changes, so that the new placement of the replicas is not
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the best one for the current user request traffic, or may result in significant over-
head. Moreover, the replica placement happens every time from scratch, i.e., without
considering where replicas are currently placed: this could possibly lead to non-
negligible reconfiguration costs.
A few papers (e.g., [72], [73] and [19]) have addressed the problem of dynamic
replica placement. However, the proposed schemes are embedded in specific archi-
tectures for performing requests redirection and computing the best replicas. No
framework is provided for identifying the optimal strategy, and for quantifying the
solutions performance with respect to the optimum.
In RaDar [72], [73] a threshold based heuristic is proposed to replicate, migrate
and delete replicas (with fine-grained granularity) in response to system dynamics.
This work contains many interesting ideas, the proposed architecture is distributed
and every replica is able to make local decisions for the deletion, clone or migration
of the contents it retains. The overall proposed solution combines dynamic replica
allocation with servers load-aware redirection to the best replica to achieve low av-
erage users latency while empirically balancing the load among the CDN servers.
However, no limits on the servers storage and on the maximum users latency are
explicitly enforced.
In [19] two schemes designed for the Tapestry architecture [90] are presented.
This work takes into account latency constraints and limits the number of requests
that can be served by a replica. The objective is to allocate the minimum possible
number of replicas while satisfying both latency and load constraints. The key idea is
that upon a content request the neighborhood of the user access point in the overlay
network is searched. If there is a server hosting a replica of the requested content
within a maximum distance from the user, and such server is not overloaded, the
request will be redirected to this server (or to the closest server if multiple servers
meet such constraints). Otherwise a new replica is added to meet the user request.
Two variants called “Naive” and “Smart” are introduced depending on the neighbor-
hood of the overlay network which is searched for replicas, and on the scheme used
to select the best location for the new replica. Going into more details, the “Naive”
placement checks whether the destination server s is able to serve the request accord-
ing to the load constraint and to the latency constraint: if not, the server will place a
new replica in a node as close as possible to the client, situated in the overlay path tra-
versed by the request. The “Smart” placement considers the destination server along
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with its neighborhood in the overlay as candidates for serving the requests: if none of
these is able to meet the constraints, a new replica will be added in the overlay path,
as far as possible from the client. Although the ideas presented in the paper appear
promising, they are tightly coupled with the peer to peer Tapestry architecture. The
approach does not explicitly account for neither the costs of reconfiguration nor for
possible servers storage limits. Finally, no information is provided in [19] on the rule
to remove replicas, making it hard to compare with other dynamic approaches.
Recently, a new interesting approach has been applied to dynamically placing,
removing and migrating copies of a given content in a hierarchical proxy-caches net-
work (see [35]). The idea is to attract (push back) copies of a content from (to) a
given zone in the network depending on the number of requests for that content orig-
inated in the zone, overall dynamically optimizing the contents stored in the caches.
The optimization aims at minimizing the total distance between the content replicas
and the locations where requests for the content are originated, while constraining
the number of replicas to a constant amount. A centralized authorization mechanism
is queried when there is the need to add new replicas: this mechanism ensures a max-
imum amount of duplication. The work in [35] does not account for limits on the
number of requests a replica can serve, and on the maximum latency a client can tol-
erate. Finally, even though the allocation algorithm has two parameters to control the
dinamicity of the allocation process, the costs due to reconfiguration have not been
investigated.
The authors of [1] address dynamic replication in scenarios in which the users
are mobile and, thus, requests are highly dynamic. The main contribution of this
thesis is the proposal of a dynamic and distributed heuristic, in which each CDN
server continuously monitors the incoming traffic and makes predictions based on its
observations. In the proposed model, requests are always addressed to the closest
server, regardless of whether the server hosts a replica for the content or not; every
content is given a cost in terms of bytes needed for its maintenance, and a cost for
its replication. At the end of fixed-length reconfiguration periods, for each content
each server uses a statistical forecasting method to estimate the number of requests
in the next period. Based on these predictions, the server computes the traffic needed
to maintain a copy (if it already has it), to clone it, and the traffic that would be saved
by copying it. By comparing these values it decides whether to keep or drop the local
clone. This approach is interesting but strongly relies on some critical point: the
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reconfiguration period, the reliability of the prediction, the fact that the underlying
redirection scheme always addresses the requests to the closest server.
Game theoretical approaches Some authors ([32, 53]) addressed the problem of
allocating contents in replicas using game-theoretical models.
In [53] they address the design of a cooperative scheme for minimizing the user
perceived latency. Their algorithm needs an a-priori ordering of the replicas. As a
first step, each replica will decide which subset of the available contents to hosts (by
replicating the most popular contents). In the second step, each replica i will receive
from replica i− 1− th the placement computed by replicas [0..i− 1]. It will then
compute (using a greedy policy) the set of objects it should host, and forwards the
computed placement [0..i] to the i + 1− th surrogate. This requires synchronization
among cooperative nodes.
The paper in [32] addresses content placement and the request distribution prob-
lems separately. Their solution is based on a game in which the players are both
the publishers that want to publish contents, and the surrogates hosting them. Surro-
gates act independently, trying to maximize their revenue based on the prices that are
fixed by the publishers; publishers on the other hand try to maximize their revenue.
The request routing problem is addressed in a similar way, publishers purchase band-
width from the surrogates and try to maximize their revenue. The placement problem
as such is quite different, as the surrogates do not cooperate and the publishers are
involved; actually, the authors did not compare the proposed strategy against clas-
sical replica/content placement heuristics, but against the game theoretical optimal
solution.
Other applications/issues for replication in CDNs Replica placement has also
been investigated in slightly different scenarios.
Buchholz et al. in [13, 12] present the idea of Adaptive CDNs. In Adaptive
CDNs there is an heterogeneous population of devices with different capabilities,
e.g. different levels of support for multimedia contents (translating into need to scale
images, transcoding video files). Possible approaches (see [13]) include: having a
single server providing adapted contents, on-the-fly or by retaining adapted copies,
or having proxies close to the clients, doing this task on behalf of the central server.
The proposed architecture, called “adaptation path“ is quite different: a proxy, upon
the reception of a request, evaluates if it can adapt its stored copy of the content in
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a form suitable for the requesting device: if not, the request is passed to its parent,
until a node able to answer the request is found. This work has been extended in [12].
Here the problem of composing the adaptation path is addressed. The authors suggest
using a rather complex ranking function, that combines the length of the path for
serving each request and the quality of the representation with respect to the quality
expected by the client, to statically choose in a greedy fashion what representation of
the contents to store in each node.
2.1.5 Other replication scenarios
Replication is a common issue to solve also in other areas. In geographically dis-
tributed systems, objects can be accessed (read/write) from multiple locations, that
may be distributed worldwide. This not only happens in Content Delivery Networks,
but also in other distributed systems such as peer to peer distributed filesystems, and
distributed databases.
However, the problems that need to be addressed in these areas are slightly differ-
ent. First of all, these systems are systems in which there are not only frequent reads
but also frequent writes ([87]). Thus, it is very important to place replicas in order to
minimize the sum of the costs for both reads and writes; mechanisms to synchronize
the data are an important part of the system. Additionally, in the case of peer to peer
systems, network nodes are not differentiated in servers and clients, and the replica-
tion can affect other behaviors: in [22] it is proposed to exploit it for speeding up the
search process.
A very important work in the area of distributed data replication is the paper
from Wolfson, Jajodia and Huang ([87]). In this paper the authors propose a simple
distributed data replication algorithm. The algorithm converges to the optimal con-
figuration, when executed on a tree. The basic idea is to select a set of replicas R that
always induces a connected tree on the network graph. Every node i ∈ R monitors
the number of reads and writes it receives, expanding the tree when the number of
reads is higher than the number of writes, contracting it when the number of writes
is higher. This algorithm can also be executed in general graphs, but in this case it is
not optimal.
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2.2 Request redirection and load balancing
So far, we have seen that CDNs require addressing the problem of how to place
replicas, and we already pointed out that it is very important to find a way to intercept
and route requests, assigning them to an appropriate server. Methods for intercepting
requests have already been reviewed in section 1.3.
Assigning tasks to a web server is a problem that has already been addressed
in locally distributed systems, such as server farms. In the already cited paper [16],
after the description of the many possible architecture to redirect requests, the authors
analyze the most commonly employed techniques to achieve load balancing in these
systems. It is important to note that the role of directing requests in this case is taken
by a single entity, implemented inside the same switch that intercepts and redirects
requests.
According to the authors, the first important parameter to classify the existing
algorithms is whether the algorithm is content-aware (that is, when the switch ex-
amines the requests data) or not. Furthermore, algorithms can be static (when they
do not consider any state information) or dynamic. Dynamic algorithms are fur-
ther classified based on the information they use: client state, server state, or both.
The classical Round Robin policy belongs to the static, content-blind group. In the
dynamic content-blind group, the most effective policies are the ones considering
server-state information: among these, the most popular are the least-loaded server
(always selecting the server with the lowest load) and the dynamic version of the
Weighted Round Robin (WRR), that associates each server with a dynamic weight
proportional to its load. The least loaded approach sends all requests to the same
server until new information is propagated. This approach is well known to lead
to servers saturation in some cases ([27, 65]). The WRR policy leads to excellent
trade-off between simplicity and efficiency.
Content-aware approaches exploit the capabilities of layer-7 switches to inspect
the contents of clients requests. The most efficient policy in this class is the Locality-
Aware Request Distribution (LARD). It redirects all requests for the same content
to the same server, until it reaches a defined utilization threshold: this maximizes
the probability of the object being in the server’s local cache. Upon reaching the
threshold, the dispatcher will assign new requests to another node with a lower load.
In [24], the authors address the problem of assigning tasks in a distributed web
server. They consider a system comprising web servers of homogeneous capabilities,
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and consider a redirection system based on the Authoritative DNS (A-DNS). A-DNS
is only reached by a fraction of the total requests, due to the name resolution caching
employed by intermediate name servers and the client itself. The system must take
global scheduling decisions under great uncertainty. They first show how the classic
round robin algorithm (RR) can lead to a severe load unbalance among the servers.
This is because different clients have different behaviors, and there are usually access
points that exhibit a higher rate of requests. If the DNS employs the traditional RR
algorithm, it could direct requests from these access sites to some particular set of
servers, and then direct other requests from less traffic demanding sites to a differ-
ent set of servers, causing unbalancing in the per server load. Because of the TTL,
requests arriving from access sites generating a high number of requests will con-
tinue to be directed to the chosen servers for a while, while the servers that had few
requests assigned might be underloaded.
Starting from this observation, the paper proposes algorithms that exploit the dif-
ferent behavior of clients to overcome this problem, algorithms considering past and
present server load, as well as algorithms keeping track of alarms raised by over-
loaded servers. The simulation of the different proposed policies shows that the best
performing algorithms are the ones that: (1) keep into account the behavior of the
clients for each particular domain, (2) try to maintain an estimate of the load of the
servers, (3) use a feedback mechanism through which servers signal the DNS when
their utilization goes over a certain threshold of utilization Tout .
The same authors further extended their work in another paper ([23]) in which
they explicitly address the problem of managing heterogeneous servers, and exploit
the TTL field still considering the limitations of this parameter. Their most important
idea is to assign higher TTL values for name resolutions of powerful nodes, and
lower values for less capable nodes. The rationale behind this is that a powerful
node is expected to react more effectively to an increase in the number of requests.
The authors thus propose a class of algorithms employing adaptive TTL, study their
performance and analyse what happens under the assumption of the presence of name
servers not cooperating with the ADNS TTL. The results show that adaptive TTL
approaches behave much better than fixed-TTL ones, even in the presence of name
servers ignoring low TTL values.
Most papers on replica placement do not address the problem of balancing the
load among replicas: they usually assume that each request is simply routed to the
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nearest replica, and don’t even consider any constraint on the rate of requests a replica
can serve.
The works [72, 73], already cited for their dynamic placement policies, are the
first solutions which address both replica placement and request redirection. The
idea is that when a replica serves more than a certain amount of requests, the sys-
tem first tries to lower the replica load and only if this is not possible it decides to
allocate a new replica. This mechanism is able to achieve an imperfect load balanc-
ing,guaranteeing that each replica is not serving more than a fixed rate of requests.
The proposed policy is completely dynamic and distributed.
The solution presented in this thesis improves over what has been previously
proposed as it jointly addresses user requests redirection and replica placement and
it introduces a way to enforce a strict control on the replicas level of utilization. Not
only we minimize the costs for replicas placement and maintenance, not only we try
to keep as low as possible the number of replicas adds and removals while satisfying
all user requests but we do it distributely, load balancing the traffic among replicas
and cloning (removing) replicas whenever their level of utilization is above (below)
a desirable level of utilization. This provides a powerful tool to the CDN provider:
setting the bounds of the replicas’ utilization interval as well as the other parameters
of our heuristics the CDN provider can have a strict control on how the CDN network
will operate and can achieve different trade-offs between all the relevant performance
metrics.
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Chapter 3
Reference solutions
In this chapter we will first examine how to model dynamic replica placement (3.2).
By assuming that user requests obey a Markovian model, it is possible to formulate
the problem of optimal dynamic replica placement as a semi-Markov decision pro-
cess accounting for the traffic, the user level of satisfaction as well as the costs paid
to add, maintain or remove a replica from CDN servers ([7]). Although this model
allows to achieve optimality and provides insights to the dynamic replica placement
problem, it is not scalable, making it unusable in practice for controlling the operation
of an actual CDN network.
Based on the outcomes of the resolution of the proposed model, we derived cri-
teria on when and where to add/remove replicas. Such criteria are the basis for the
design of a centralized heuristic described in this chapter. We also describe how to
map greedy solutions for static replica placement ([71]) to our problem formulation.
These schemes will be used for sake of benchmarking in the following chapters.
3.1 Problem formulation
We model the Internet network topology as a weighted undirected graph G = (V,E).
The vertex set V is the set of network nodes, while each edge in the set E represents
a physical network link and is labeled with some kind of distance metric, e.g. the
number of hops between the endpoints or a more complex function that takes into
account the available bandwidth, giving lower cost to the backbone links than to the
low speed access links.
We identify two subsets VA and VR of the set of network nodes V . VA is the
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Figure 3.1: Small network topology generated with GT-ITM
set of CDN access nodes where the requests generated by the users enter the core
CDN network. VR is the set of service nodes in the core network where one or more
content replica servers can be placed (we’ll call these nodes either sites or nodes in
the following). Figure 3.1 shows a possible 40 nodes hierarchical transit stub network
topology, obtained by running the GT-ITM topology generator [36].
The white circles represent the access nodes, the gray big circles the sites that can
host replicas, and the small black circles nodes only used for sake of routing. Thin
and thick links reflect the low or high bandwidth of the links.
We assume that C content providers exploit the hosting service of the CDN. Cus-
tomers entering the CDN through an access node in VA can therefore issue requests
for one of C sets of contents, and replicas of some of the C contents can be placed
in each site in VR. Requests entering the CDN are measured in units of aggregate
requests. No more than V AMAX units of aggregate requests can be generated by an ac-
cess node (to model the limited access link bandwidth). Requests for a given content
are served by a suitable replica. To model user satisfaction, we assume that user re-
quests cannot be served by a replica at a distance above a given threshold dmax. Users
requests are redirected to the best available replica. This can be accomplished by
several means, i.e., anycast, or DNS based redirection. We assume that each replica
can serve up to K unit of aggregate request for that content (replica service capacity
limit). No more than V RMAX replicas can be hosted at a given site (site resource limit).
We describe a given configuration of requests and replicas by means of a state
vector x of size C(|VA|+ |VR|):
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x = (a,r) =
(
a11,a
1
2, ...,a
1
|VA|,a
2
1,a
2
2, ...,a
2
|VA |, ...,a
C
|VA | ,
r11,r
1
2, ...,r
1
|VR |,r
2
1,r
2
2, ...,r
2
|VR |, ...,r
C
|VR |
)
in which the variable aci represents the number of request units for a content
c∈ {1, ...,C} at node i∈VA , and r j is the number of replicas of content c∈ {1, ...,C}
placed at site j ∈VR.
We associate to each state a cost - paid per unit of time - which is the sum of a
cost derived from the users perceived quality (users to replica distance, number of
unsatisfied requests) and of the CDN infrastructure costs for hosting and maintain-
ing replicas. We measure users perceived quality by means of a function A(x). This
is given by the sum over all users requests of the distance between the access node
where the request is originated and the replica serving it. Since requests are served
by the best available replica (i.e., the closest according to to links metric) the redi-
rection itself requires the solution of a minimum cost matching problem between the
users requests and the available replicas, with the distance between access nodes and
service sites as cost of the matching (we will explain this in detail in the following
section). The solution of this problem yields the redirection scheme (which request
is served by which replica) and the associated distance (cost).
A replica maintenance cost M(x) is used to model the costs of hosting replicas
and keeping them up to date. We use a simple proportional cost model M(x) =
CMaint ∑ j∈VR,c=1,...,C rcj , where CMaint is a suitable constant. Two other costs C+ and
C− are paid by the CDN provider when dynamically adjusting the number of repli-
cated servers, and are associated to the decision to add or remove a replica respec-
tively.
3.1.1 Centralized redirection mechanism
It is worth spending a few lines for introducing how load balancing redirection can be
modeled. We have represented the set of current user requests and the set of allocated
replicas by a weighted undirected bipartite graph (see figure 3.2), that’s been used
as an input for a weighted minimum bipartite matching problem, solved using the
efficient implementation from Andrew Goldberg and Robert Kennedy ([34]).
The matching is executed independently for each content c, it is performed over a
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Figure 3.2: A model for the redirection scheme
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bipartite graph whose nodes are partitioned into the set of user requests for c and the
set of replicas of c. Since each replica can serve up to K requests, K nodes are needed
to represent each replica in the second set. A finite-cost edge joins a user request and
one of the K instances of a replica if and only if the distance between the user request
access site and the replica hosting site is ≤ dmax. When the distance is > dmax, an
edge is added with infinite cost.
Load balancing is achieved by properly setting the weights of the edges in the
resulting bipartite graph.
3.2 Optimal solution
The minimization of the long run costs in the model described above enables a de-
cision making criterion that can be used to formulate dynamic replica placement
strategies. Given a state, a cost function associated to it and the costs of replicating
and deleting replicas, identify a strategy which dynamically allocates and deallocates
replicas in response to users demand variations, so that the overall cost is minimized
while meeting the constraints on the replica service capacity and site resources. In
the following we introduce a Markov decision process to derive the optimal strategy
for solving this problem as well as a centralized scalable heuristic.
The state of the Semi Markov Decision Process (SMDP) is formulated as in sec-
tion 3.1 by a vector x of size C · (|VA|+ |VR|):
x = (a,r) =
(
a11,a
1
2, ...,a
1
|VA|,a
2
1,a
2
2, ...,a
2
|VA |, ...,a
C
|VA | ,
r11,r
1
2, ...,r
1
|VR |,r
2
1,r
2
2, ...,r
2
|VR |, ...,r
C
|VR |
)
The states space Λ is then defined as:
Λ =
{
x = (a,r) :
C
∑
k=1
aki ≤V AMAX ;
C
∑
k=1
rkj ≤V RMAX ;
aki ,r
k
j ≥ 0, i ∈VA, j ∈VR
}
Since the population of the described model is an aggregate figure of the requests
traffic, the process dynamics is determined by changes in the average units of requests
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at an access site for a given content. We model the aggregate request at site i ∈VA for
a content k as a birth death process with birth-rate λki and death-rate µki , respectively.
When the system is in state x, a state dependent decision can be made: a new replica
of a given content can be placed at- or removed by- a site, or the system can be left
as it is. The action space D can be expressed by
D =
{(
d1+1 ,d
2+
1 , ...,d
1+
VR , ...,d
C+
1 , ...,d
C+
VR ,d
1+
1 ,d
2+
1 , ...,d
1+
VR ,d
C−
1 , ...,d
C−
VR
)
,
dkxi ∈ {0,1},
∑
∀i,k,x
dk,xi ≤ 1; i = 1, ..., |VR|;x = +/−
}
The indicator dk+i = 1 represents the decision to add a replica of content k in site
i ∈VR , while dk−i = 1 stands for the decision to remove a replica of content k from
site i. If all the indicators are null, the corresponding decision is to leave the replica
placement as it is. For simplicity only one replica can be placed or removed at each
decision time. 1
The action space is actually a state-dependent subset of D where a decision to
add a replica is allowed only if the number of replicas hosted at the site is less than
the maximum number of replicas V RMAX , and a decision to remove a replica can be
made only if at least one replica is actually hosted in the considered site. If the sys-
tem is in state x = (a,r) ∈ Λ and the action d ∈ D is chosen, then the dwell time of
the state x is τ(x,d) where
τ(x,d) =
[
|VA|
∑
i=1
C
∑
k=1
(
λki + aki ·µki
)]−1
(3.1)
The transitions that may occur in this model from an initial state x to a final
state y can be due to an increasing aggregate request, in the form of a birth, or to a
1Please note that, as the model we are describing requires the system to react instantaneously to
every change in the user requests traffic, adding or removing only one replica at a time is a realistic
assumption. Whenever there is a single new request, there is no need to allocate more than one new
replica, and whenever only one unit of requests leaves the system, there is no need to remove more than
one replica.
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decreasing request, in the form of a death in the underlying multidimensional birth
and death process. The transition probability pdxy from the state x = (xA,xR) to any
state y = (yA,yR ∈ Λ) under the decision d, takes one of the following expressions,
where eci is an identity vector with unary element in position (c×|VA|+ i).
Transitions due to an arrival of a unit of aggregate request for content c at site i:
to state (yA,yR) = (xA + eci ,xR + ekj) with probability
pdxy = λci ·dk+j τ(x,d); (3.2)
to state (yA,yR) = (xA + eci ,xR− ekj) with probability
pdxy = λci ·dk−j τ(x,d); (3.3)
to state (yA,yR) = (xA + eci ,xR) with probability
pdxy = λci · τ(x,d) ·
[
1−
|VR|
∑
j=1
C
∑
k=1
(
dk+j + d
k−
j
)]
; (3.4)
Transition due to a departure of a unit of aggregate request for content c at site i:
to state (yA,yR) = (xA− eci ,xR− ekj) with probability
pdxy = (xA)
c
i ·µ
c
i ·dk+j · τ(x,d); (3.5)
to state (yA,yR) = (xA− eci ,xR− ekj) with probability
pdxy = (xA)
c
i ·µ
c
i ·dk−j · τ(x,d); (3.6)
to state (yA,yR) = (xA− eci ,xR) with probability
pdxy = (xA)
c
i ·µ
c
i τ(x,d) ·
[
1−
|VR|
∑
j=1
C
∑
k=1
(dk+j + dk−j )
]
; (3.7)
The transitions that are not considered in this list have probability 0. In order to
create a decision criterion for the described model, an objective function is formu-
lated. The state-related costs A(x) and M(x) introduced in section 3.1 are paid per
unit of time as long as the system persists in the considered state x. The costs C+ and
C− are instead transition-related and are only paid when a replica is actually added
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or removed, i.e. when the corresponding transition occurs. Therefore a non-uniform
cost function can be formulated as
r(x,d) = [A(x)+ M(x)] · τ(x,d)+
|VR|
∑
j=1
C
∑
k=1
(
dk+j C+ + dk−j C
−
)
The uniformization technique ([5, 47, 76]) transforms the original SMDP with
non identical transition times into an equivalent continuous-time Markov process in
which the transition epochs are generated by a Poisson process at uniform rate. The
transitions from state to state are described by a (discrete time) Markov chain that
allows for fictitious transitions from a state to itself. The uniformized Markov process
is probabilistically identical to the non uniform model. The theory of discrete Markov
processes can then be used to analyze the discrete-time embedded Markov chain of
the uniformized model. A uniform rate Γ can be taken as an upper bound on the total
outgoing rate from each state thus obtaining a continuous time, uniform process with
rate 1/Γ. The following definition of Γ fits our needs.
Γ =
|VA|
∑
i=1
C
∑
k=1
[
λki +V AMAX ·µki
]
The transition probabilities of the uniformized process are formulated as in equa-
tions 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, substituting the non uniform dwell time τ(x,d) de-
fined in equation 3.1 with the uniform dwell time 1/Γ, and adding dummy transitions
from each state to itself: y = x
p˜dxy =
1
Γ
·
[
Γ−
|VA|
∑
i=1
C
∑
k=1
(
λki + µki · (xA)ki
)]
The cost function is uniformized as well, obtaining the following formulation of
r˜(x,d):
r˜(x,d) = r(x,d)
τ(x,d) ·Γ
=
1
Γ
· [A(x)+ M(x)]+
1
τ(x,d) ·
|VR|
∑
j=1
C
∑
k=1
(
dk+j C+ + dk+j C−
) (3.8)
An optimal solution can be expressed through a decision variable pixd that repre-
sents the probability for the system to be in state x and taking the decision d. The
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Linear Programming (LP) formulation associated with our SMDP minimizing the
cost paid in the long-run execution is given by:
Minimize
∑
(x,d)∈S
r˜(x,d) ·pi(x,d) (3.9)
constrained to:
pi(x,d) ≥ 0 (x,d) ∈ S (3.10)
∑
(x,d)∈S
pi(x,d) = 1
∑
d∈B
pi(jd) = ∑
(x,d)∈S
p˜dxjpixd
where S is the finite set of all feasible couples of vectors of the kind (state, deci-
sion). The problem defined in equation 3.10 can be solved by means of commonly
known methods of the operations research [39]. We used the simplex method with
sparse matrix support.
3.3 Dynamic, instantaneous, centralized replica placement
heuristic
The solution to the optimization problem 3.10 is too computationally intensive but
in the simplest scenarios. Therefore, in general, it is not feasible to compute the
optimal policy. Here we propose an heuristic to decide the action d ∈ D to take
upon transitions on the request access vector a. The heuristic has been derived by
closely studying how the optimal policy behaved in our experiments. In particular,
we considered the case where the cost function imposes - in decreasing order - the
following priorities to the resulting policy: (1) being able to serve user requests;
(2) minimizing the number of replicas; (3) minimizing the distance between users
and replicas. This was accomplished by setting the cost function parameters as fol-
lows: Cmaint ≫ maxe∈E l(e), with l(e) denoting the weight associated with link e,
C+ = C− = 0. With this choice, we expected the optimal policy to use the minimum
number of replicas to serve all existing requests leaving at the same time enough
spare capacity to accommodate for requests increases.
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In our experiments, indeed, we observed that the optimal placement policy proac-
tively replicates content in order to guarantee its availability in case of future requests
increases. At the same time, to minimize the number of replicas, it detects and re-
moves replicas which are not needed to serve either current requests or any possible
unitary increase of them.
The SMDP model can be used only for very small scale networks. We thus pro-
posed a centralized heuristic for the dynamic replica placement problem. The algo-
rithm determines which replica placement/removal decision d to take (if any) at each
state change. The goal of the heuristics is to mimic the MDP optimal policy behavior
by minimizing the number of replicas used to serve all existing requests leaving at
the same time enough spare capacity to accommodate for requests increases.
Algorithm 1 Centralized Replica Placement Algorithm
1: d =do nothing;
2: while TRUE do
3: wait for a change in a; take action d;
4: if enough_replica_on_increase(a,r) then
5: d = remove_replica()
6: else
7: d = add_replica()
8: end if
9: end while
The centralized heuristic we propose, shown in Figure 1, works as follows. (For
the sake of readability in the description below with a and r we mean a(t) and r(t).)
At each step, it first determines whether the current replica configuration r can ac-
commodate any possible increase in user requests a. This is accomplished via the
function enough_replica_on_increase (see Figure 2). In case that any possible
increase in user requests can be accommodated by r then the algorithm considers
whether it is possible to remove a replica (remove_replica()); otherwise it tries
to find a site where to add a replica (add_replica()). Observe that to mimic the
behavior of a Markovian Decision Process, actions are decided in a given state but
only taken in correspondence of the next transition.
The function enough_replica_on_increase((a, r)) returns TRUE if any pos-
sible increase in a can be served by the current replica configuration r and FALSE
otherwise. To this end, it uses the function enough_replica((a, r)) which deter-
mines whether a given users requests vector a can be served by the set of replicas r.
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Algorithm 2 Centralized Replica Placement Algorithm:
boolean enough_replica_on_increase( state(a,r) )
1: for all c = 1, . . . ,C and i ∈VA do
2: if !enough_replica(a + eci , r) then
3: return FALSE
4: end if
5: return TRUE
6: end for
The function enough_replica itself is computed by solving a minimum matching
problem between users requests and the available replicas from the solution of which
we can determine whether all request in a can be served by r - more details about this
will be given in section 3.1.1.
Algorithm 3 Centralized Replica Placement Algorithm:
action add_replica()
1: {Algorithm for Deciding where to Place a New Replica}
2: find I = {(i,c) i ∈VA,c = 1, . . . ,C |
!enough_replica((a+ eci , r))}
3: for all j ∈VR,c = 1, . . . ,C do
4: find J( j,c) = {(i,c) ∈ I |enough_replica(a+ eci ,r+ ecj),
(a+ eci ,r+ e
c
j) ∈ Λ}
5: if max( j,c) |J( j,c)|> 0 then
6: ( j∗,c∗) = argmax |J( j,c)|;
7: d=place replica content c∗ in site j∗;
8: else
9: d=do nothing;
10: return d;
11: end if
12: end for
add_replica() (algorithm 3) is called to determine content and location for
a new replica. To this end it first identifies which requests increase would require
additional replicas. This is accomplished in line 2 by determining the set I of the
pairs (i,c) such that an increase of requests for content c at node i cannot be served
by r (line 2). It then computes the sets J( j,c) ⊆ I of users requests increment that
could be served by an additional replica of content c in site j (line 3). If not all J( j,c)
are empty, the content and location of the additional replica is then chosen by finding
the site j∗ and content c∗ which maximizes |J( j,c)| (line 7). This to maximize the
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probability of being able to satisfy a request increase.
Algorithm 4 Centralized Replica Placement Algorithm:
action remove_replica()
1: {Algorithm for Deciding which Replica to Remove}
2: find U = {( j,c) j ∈VR,c = 1, . . . ,C |
∃i ∈VA enough_replica ((a+ eci ,r)) AND
!enough_replica ((a+ eci ,r− ecj)), (a+ eci ,r− ecj) ∈ Λ}
3: find J = {( j,c) j ∈VR,c = 1, . . . ,C ( j,c) 6∈U |
enough_replica((a,r− ecj)), (a,r− ecj) ∈ Λ};
4: if |J|> 0 then
5: ( j∗,c∗) = argmin( j,c)∈J|S j∗ |, S j = {i, i ∈VA | di, j ≤ dmax}
6: d=remove replica c∗ in site j∗
7: else
8: d=do nothing
9: return d
10: end if
The procedure remove_replica() is called to determine whether to remove a
replica. To this end, first it identifies the set U of replicas which should not be re-
moved as they would be needed to serve an increase in users requests (line 2). Then,
it determines, among the remaining replicas, the set J of the candidates for possible
removal, i.e., all those replicas which are not used to serve current requests (line 3).
Among these, it chooses to remove a replica from a node j which serves the smallest
set of access nodes (line 5). Choosing the replica which serves the smallest popula-
tion should minimize the likelihood to remove a replica which is going to be added
soon again.
3.4 Static Replica Placement
In order to compare our solutions (centralized and distributed, see chapter 4) to static
schemes which have been proposed in the literature and which have been proved to
lead to good performance in case of static traffic, we need to map them to our problem
formulation. Among the schemes introduced for static scenarios, we have selected
the greedy heuristic introduced by Qiu et al. in [71] as it combines very simple rules
with excellent performance and has been used as a reference by many authors ([45],
[57], [80], [81], [69]). The model proposed in [71] does not account for practical
constraints included in our model, such as 1) the maximum distance dmax between
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user requests and their serving replicas, 2) the limit on the storage available at a site
(number of replicas which can be allocated), and 3) the limit on the maximum number
of user requests, which can be effectively served by a replica. We have therefore
slightly modified the Qiu et al. greedy scheme to account for these features of our
model without changing its philosophy. The resulting greedy algorithm is described
in the following. In the description we first review the original scheme and then we
explain how it has been modified to map to our problem formulation.
Qiu’s scheme is based on the idea of progressively adding replicas (up to a max-
imum number k) trying to maximize the access service quality perceived by the final
users. Such quality is inversely proportional to the weight of the path joining the
access site and the serving replica. Replicas for a content c are allocated greedily,
one after another, as follows. The hosting site v1 for the first replica is selected so
that v1 = min j∈V (R)
{
∑|VA|i=1 aci (t) ·di, j
}
. In other words, v1 minimizes the sum of the
distances between the users access sites and the replica site. The site vi at which the
ith added replica is hosted is selected so that the set
{
v1,v2, . . . ,vi
}
minimizes the
distance between the users requests and their serving replicas.
To be able to compare the static greedy scheme performance to our heuristics,
we had to slightly modify it to reflect our problem formulation. We have considered
two implementations of such greedy approach which differ in the events triggering a
new computation of the replica placement. The first greedy scheme (“instantaneous
greedy” solution, or Greedy_inst below) re-executes the replica allocation whenever
a change in the users requests occurs. The second runs periodically, every T seconds.
In this case, if replicas are allocated according to user requests at the time when the
algorithm is run, with no clue on future traffic demands, some users requests may not
be able to be satisfied.
In order to limit the occurrence of this problem, we have estimated the user re-
quests dynamics for the upcoming time interval (of length T ) by using RLS (Recur-
sive Least Square) prediction [10]. This allows us to estimate, based on current and
past traffic, the future user requests traffic process from site i to content c.
In our model, user requests can only be satisfied by replicas at distance ≤ dmax. It
is therefore not important to minimize the sum of the distances between the users and
their serving replicas (as the quality of the user access is defined in terms of dmax).
What matters here is the minimization of the number of replicas needed to satisfy
all the user requests while at the same time meeting the load and storage constraints.
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The greedy approach in our new problem formulation results in selecting each time
as a new replica site the one that still has available storage and that can best increase
the number of user requests satisfied.
The described greedy criterion is depicted in algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Function Greedy(a(t),VR,V RMAX ,k)
1: r(t) = 0
2: while min_matching(a(t),r(t)) 6= |∑i ∑c aci (t)| do
3: max_serv = 0;rep_site = 0;
rep_cont = 0;rep_distance = MAXINT ;
4: for all j ∈VR do
5: if ∑c rcj(t) < V RMAX then
6: for c = 1 to C do
7: serv =
∣∣∣min_matching(a(t),r(t)+ ecj)∣∣∣
8: if (serv > max_serv)or(serv = max_serv)and
∑c ∑i aci ( j, t) ·d(i, j) < rep_distance then
9: max_serv = serv;
10: rep_site = j;
11: rep_cont = c;
12: rep_distance = ∑c ∑i aci ( j, t) ·d(i, j);
13: end if
14: end for
15: end if
16: end for
17: r(t) = r(t)+ erep_contrep_site
18: end while
The greedy procedure takes as input a snapshot of the user requests a(t), the set
of possible replica sites VR, the maximum number of replicas per site V RMAX , and the
maximum load per replica K. The output produced by the procedure is the vector r(t)
that indicates the number of replicas to be allocated, their location, and the content
of each replica.
At the start of the procedure operation the set r(t) is empty (no replica has been
allocated. Line 1). A new replica is added by selecting the pair (replica site, replica
content), ( j,c), that satisfies the highest number of new requests (Lines from 4 to 16).
(Possible ties are broken by using the sum of the distances between the users and the
replica)
In particular, all possible replica sites j ∈VR which still have storage for replicas
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are examined. The number of user requests which can be satisfied by the replica vec-
tor r(t)+ecj is computed and stored in the variable serv, where ecj = 〈0, . . . ,0,1,0, . . . ,0〉
is the vector with a 1 in the (c−1)|VR|+ jth position. serv contains the overall num-
ber of user requests that could be satisfied by adding one replica of content c at site
j.
The value of serv is obtained by running C minimum matching procedures (one
for each content, as of section 3.1.1). Here we call “cardinality of the minimum
matching” the number of edges with finite cost in the solution output by the minimum
matching procedure. The cardinality of the minimum matching for content c repre-
sents the maximum number of user requests for content c that can be satisfied by the
current replicas allocation r(t)+ecj. The procedure call min_matching(a(t),r(t)+ecj)
produces as output the sum of the cardinalities of the C minimum matchings, namely,
the overall number of user requests which can be satisfied at this time. The (site)
j and the (content) c that maximize the output of min_matching(a(t),r(t)+ecj) are
selected as the site and the content of the next replica. The process is iterated until
all current requests are satisfied.
In case of request traffic dynamically changing, the described procedure has to
be run periodically as previously explained.
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Chapter 4
Distributed, dynamic replica
placement
In this chapter, a fully distributed scheme for dynamic replica placement is intro-
duced.
The distributed solution is based on the idea that, for the CDN providers to see
the infrastructure costs paid off, replicas utilization should be within a desirable in-
terval [Umid ,Umax). Overloaded replicas (serving Umax user requests or more) should
clone themselves, as, otherwise, the user access performance would degrade severely,
and the load should be shared among the replica and its clone. Underloaded repli-
cas (serving less than Ulow user requests) are a cost for the CDN provider. Our
scheme tries to discourage redirection of the requests both toward overloaded and
under-loaded replicas. When a replica is totally unused (which happens in case of
underloaded replicas when their assigned user requests can be redirected toward al-
ternative replicas) then the replica is discarded. We also enforce that all users requests
are served by replicas at service sites within dmax from the access site. Decisions are
taken at the CDN servers according to a distributed algorithm and based only on lo-
cal knowledge of the CDN network status. More precisely, each service site has to
monitor its replica utilization by monitoring the rate of requests replicas are serving.
By this, it will decide whether replica load is too high (in which case it will clone it)
or too low (in which case it will try to delete the replica). Furthermore, every replica
needs to know some information about other nearby service sites: how many replicas
each service site is hosting, and for which content. We will show in section 4.2.7
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that exchanging this information with all other service nodes at one hop distance is
enough.
A comparative performance evaluation between the centralized heuristic, the dis-
tributed scheme sketched above and (static) solutions previously introduced in the
literature allows us to quantify the advantages that can be obtained by a dynamic
replica placement scheme and to assess the effectiveness of the proposed solutions in
limiting costs and providing excellent users perceived quality.
4.1 Dynamic distributed replica placement heuristic
We briefly recall the problem formulation as given earlier in chapter 3, and complete
it as needed for the following of this chapter.
We consider a CDN network hosting a set C of contents. Users access the CDN
network through a set VA of access nodes. The number of users accesses is expressed
in units of aggregate requests from that access site, for each type of content. Replicas
of the C contents can be stored in one or more sites among a set VR of CDN servers
sites. Each site j ∈ VR can host up to V RMAX replicas, each serving requests as long
as the replica load is below a threshold K (load threshold). A weight is associated to
the route from a user (access node) i to a replica j. The weight di, j indicates the user
perceived quality of accessing that replica. A user is said to be satisfied when the
weight of the route to the best replica is below a given threshold dmax. Each access
node i has therefore associated a set ρ(i) which include all the server sites able to
satisfy users requests generated at i.
We denote by xi,c the volume of user requests originated at node i∈VA for content
c ∈C and by αi j,c, ∑ j∈ρ(i) αi j,c = 1, the fraction of requests for content c, originated
at node i, which are redirected to node j. We denote by r j,c the amount of replicas
(resources) allocated to content c at node j ∈ VR. The dynamic replica placement
goal is to identify a strategy which dynamically allocates and deallocates replicas
in response to users demand variations so that the overall cost (overall number of
replicas) is minimized while satisfying the users requests and meeting the constraints
on the replica service capacity and site resources.
In this section we describe a distributed scheme to allocate and deallocate repli-
cas, so that the user requests are satisfied while minimizing the CDN costs in a dy-
namic scenario. Being dynamic, this scheme always accounts for the current replica
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placement, adding replicas or changing replica locations only when needed. Each
site j ∈VR decides on whether some of the replicas it stores should be cloned or re-
moved. This decision is based on local information such as the number and content
of the replicas stored at j, the load of such replicas, and the user requests served by
the replicas hosted at the site.
Cloning of a replica Each site j stores information about its local neighborhood in
the CDN network topology. More specifically, site j knows the set α( j) of the nodes
in VA which are distant at most dmax from it, and the set ρ( j) of the nodes in VR that
are distant at most dmax from any of the nodes in α( j). The first set includes all those
access sites which can generate requests that j can satisfy. The set ρ( j) is the set of
serving sites that can cover for j. Of these sites, j maintains information about the
replicas they host, and their content. Based on this sole information, site j is able
to decide when to either clone or delete a replica, and in case of cloning, where the
clone should be hosted. In particular, if (and only if) one of the replicas hosted at j
is overloaded (i.e., serves more than Umax requests), j decides to clone it. In section
4.2.7 we’ll also relax this assumption about the knowledge of the status of nearby
replicas and analyze its effect.
Cloning a replica implies the selection of a host for the clone. To this aim, when
cloning c, site j selects the site j′ ∈ ρ( j) that satisfies the following requirements:
it still has room for hosting new replicas, i.e., adding a new replica there would not
violate the constraint on the maximum number of replicas per site, and it is able to
satisfy the largest amount of user requests for c currently redirected to the overloaded
replica in j (ties are broken by selecting the hosting site j′ closest to the user requests).
Site j then contacts site j′ asking it to host the clone. Upon confirming availability, j
physically sends the clone to j′, and j′ informs all the access sites in α( j′) and all the
serving sites in ρ( j′) of the new replica that it is hosting (see algorithm 6).
The function to clone a replica of content c ∈ C (algorithm 6) is called by a
server site j whenever the load of one of its replicas of content c exceeds Umax. The
function outputs the server sites(s) j∗ where the cloned replica(s) should be added.
The detailed operations of the function add_replica are reported below.
When the function is invoked node j first computes the number l j,c of requests
for content c it currently serves (line 1). If the average load of the replicas for content
c hosted at node j is above the threshold Umax (line 2) then a new replica of content
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Algorithm 6 Dynamic distributed RPA:
action add_replica( j,c)
Require: this function is called when the load l j > Umax
Require: j ∈VR
1: l j,c = ∑i∈VA αi j,c · xi,c
2: while l j,c
r j,c −Umax > 0 do
3: n∗ = 0
4: d∗ = ∞
5: j∗ = unde f ined
6: for all j′ ∈ ρ( j) s.t. r j < V RMAX do
7: l′j′,c = ∑i∈α( j′) αi j,c · xi,c
8: total_distance = ∑i∈α( j′)) αi j,c · xi,c ·di, j′
9: if (l′j′,c < n∗) ∨
(l′j′,c = n∗ ∧ dtotal < d∗) then
10: d∗ = dtotal
11: n∗ = l′j′,c
12: j∗ = j′
13: end if
14: end for
15: if j∗ = unde f ined then
16: exit
17: end if
18: ask j∗ to add a replica for content c
19: compute l′′bestvr ,c = min
(
∑i∈α(bestvr) αi j,c · xi,c,1
)
20: l j,c = l j,c− l′′j∗,c
21: remove from the set of requests those that can be offloaded
22: end while
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c will be added to the network with the aim to offload overloaded replicas (lines 2–
22). The new replica location j∗ is chosen based on l′j∗,c, which is defined as the
number of user requests currently served by a replica hosted at node j which could
be offloaded to a new replica added at j∗. The higher the value of l′j∗,c the more
suited j∗ is to host the new replica. Ties are broken by selecting, among those sites
maximizing l′j∗,c and having space for an additional replica, the site which maximizes
the satisfaction of the offloaded users requests i.e., the site which minimizes the total
distance ∑i∈α( j∗) αi j,c · xi,c ·di, j∗ (lines 8–12).
If a suitable site j∗ for hosting the clone is found node j sends a message to it
asking to add a replica of content c (line 18). Node j also computes the maximum
amount l′′j∗,c = min(∑i∈α( j∗) αi j,c · xi,c,1) of requests it is currently serving that can
be offloaded to j∗ without overloading the new replica (lines 18–21). It then checks
whether the requests j is serving and that cannot be offloaded to j∗ are still too many,
i.e., if they still overload node j replicas (line 21). If this is the case an additional
replica is added to the network and the procedure is re-executed on the requests that
cannot be offloaded.
It might happen that the whole system (or a portion of it) is overloaded so that
no site at which a replica can be added is identified (lines 15–17). In this case the
algorithm has no way to improve the situation and the procedure is exited.
Removing replicas If (and only if) one of site j’s replicas can be removed without
affecting the capability of satisfying all the requests served by the replicas at j, then
j removes that replica. The decision of removing a replica is based on a weighted
average of the user requests currently redirected to the replica and past requests. This
provides some smoothing in the decision process and helps avoiding the ping pong
effect for which a replica is added and soon removed. Upon deciding to remove a
replica, node j informs all the nodes in α( j) and in ρ( j).
We assume (see chapter 5) that the redirection scheme employed in the CDN
performs load balancing among the different replicas and prevents overloaded or un-
derutilized replicas to be selected as “best” replicas unless needed. Such a load bal-
ancing redirection scheme allows both to divert requests from underutilized replicas
(thus removing such replicas whenever possible) and it also motivates the need for
cloning the replica whenever the threshold Umax is reached. Not only the extra replica
will be able to serve some of the user requests reducing load and providing a better
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service to the final users, but also, the case of overloaded replicas at j implies that
none of the other replicas hosted at sites distant less than dmax from the user requests
could cover for j without reaching the threshold Umax themselves. In such scenario it
is unavoidable to add an extra replica.
4.1.1 Handling replicas under the target utilization level
The distributed algorithm we propose tries to delete underloaded replicas. The under-
loaded replica first tries to direct away all requests it is currently serving, by providing
the access nodes with a false feedback making them believe their requests could be
better served by a different replica. If all the currently served user requests can be
redirected to other replicas (the replica has no requests to serve) then the replica is
safely deleted.
A less critical (but common) situation is that in which the replica serves an ade-
quate number of user requests (>Ulow) even if its current load is below what desirable
to justify the costs for replica maintenance (i.e. it is below a threshold Umid). This
is the case of a replica under the target utilization level. To cope with this case we
designed a distributed probabilistic mechanism which tries to redirect the user re-
quests and delete replicas over time so that the load of current replicas is kept in the
range (Umid < l < Umax). This mechanism is the core of our solution since it allows
us to specify the desirable utilization range for the replicas. Replicas will be dynam-
ically allocated and deallocated in order to satisfy all user requests but also in order
to ensure that each replica the CDN provider pays for is properly utilized.
To make an example of why replicas can fall below the target utilization level,
consider the case in which a high volume of user traffic requests forces the CDN
provider to place many replicas to be able to satisfy all user requests. If the user
requests volume decreases and user requests are load balanced among the existing
replicas (via the scheme shown in the next chapter) then the utilization of the different
existing replicas will uniformly decrease. Until the traffic decrease is so significant
that replicas starts falling below the Ulow threshold, no replica removal would be
performed according to the replica removal algorithm. However, in such a situation
it might be possible to remove a significant number of replicas while still being able
to satisfy all user requests.
To achieve this goal in our scheme, a replica whose load is below the target uti-
lization Umid will try to direct requests away (without affecting underloaded and over-
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loaded replicas). Let j be a site at which a replica below the target utilization level
is hosted. When providing feedbacks to the access sites i on how effectively requests
generated at i can be served by the replica hosted at j, node j will first toss a coin
and with a probability pl j,c will decide to ‘cheat’ advertising a bad service (still better
than what is advertised by underloaded or overloaded replicas). The higher the load
of a replica, the lower the probability it will cheat. The cheating replicas will then
be partially offloaded provided that there are other replicas that can cover for them
whose load is between Ulow and Umax. As their load is decreased they will have even
higher probabilities of directing further requests away. Eventually such replicas will
redirect away all the requests they’re serving and will be removed (if possible).
Note that instead of adding this third threshold one could have thought of using a
higher value for the Ulow parameter. However, when Ulow . Umax, the problem is that
many replicas would be considered underloaded, and this could possibly lead both to
system instability and in too many replicas trying to have their load reduced. To this
end we introduce the middle threshold as a means to consider replicas for offloading,
but behaving in a milder way, in order to have a more stable system.
4.1.2 The bootstrap case
The last case to be considered is the following. It might happen that a user makes a
request for a content c from an access site i which does not have any replica of con-
tent c within distance dmax (this is often the case when the replica allocation process
starts). In this case the request is directed to the origin server, that clones a copy of
its content to a replica site j that is distant at most dmax from i. Among the possible
sites, the origin server selects the site j that can satisfy the requests originated by the
largest number of sites of VA. The selected site is clearly highly likely to be able to
satisfy the largest number of requests in the near future. Ties are broken by selecting
a node that minimizes the overall average distance from the requests. (See algorithms
7 and 9)
Static add replica Procedure static_add_replica is executed by the origin server.
It needs to know the set unsat of all user requests, for all contents, that were redi-
rected to the origin server (see the first REQUIRE statement), and the set of access
nodes unreached[c] for every possible content c (this is in the second REQUIRE state-
ments). unsat is expressed as a set of tuples (a, i,c) where i is the access node of
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Algorithm 7 Bootstrap RPA Algorithm:
action static_add_replica
Require: unsat=
{
(a, i,c) ∈ (VA×
[
V AMAX
]
×C) :
were assigned to the origin server
}
Require: unreached[c] =
{
i ∈VA s.t. ∀ j ∈VR,r j,c > 0 ⇒ di, j > dmax
}
,c ∈C
1: while unsat 6= /0 do
2: ( j,c) = static_get_best_replica(unsat,unreached)
3: if j is defined then
4: r j,c = r j,c + 1
5: unsat= unsat\servable_requests( j,c,unsat)
6: unreached[c] = unreached[c]\
{
i ∈ unreached[c] : di, j ≤ dmax
}
7: else
8: exit
9: end if
10: end while
Algorithm 8 function servable_requests(j,c,R)
Helper function
1: served = /0
2: for all (i,r,c′) ∈ unsat s.t. c′ = c do
3: if di, j ≤ dmax then
4: served = served ∪{(i,r,c′)}
5: end if
6: if |served| ≥Umax then
7: exit loop
8: end if
9: end for
10: return served
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the request, c the requested content, and r an index needed to distinguish the specific
unit of requests among the V AMAX possible ones that can flow with the same (i,c) val-
ues. The loop beginning at line 1 looks for a suitable replica for these requests and
continues until enough replicas were found for all of them. In line 2 the function
static_get_best_replica is called, that is the most important point of the proce-
dure. This procedure returns a couple ( j,c) that’s considered “optimal”, where j is a
content suitable for allocating a new replica and c the content to be allocated. If such
a couple exists, the algorithm deletes from unsat all requests that the new replica
can potentially serve (the function servable_requests of algorithm 8 finds them,
limiting to Umax requests per replica), and updates the set unreached of clients that
have no nearby replicas for that content.
Algorithm 9 Bootstrap RPA Algorithm:
function static_get_best_replica(unsat, unreached)
Helper function for algorithm 7
1: n∗ = 0
2: best_reached = 0
3: d∗ = ∞
4: j∗ = unde f
5: best_c = unde f
6: for all j ∈VR,c ∈C s.t. r j < V RMAX do
7: served = {(i,r,c) ∈ unsat s.t. di, j ≤ dmax}
8: reached = {i ∈ unreached[c] s.t. di, j ≤ dmax}
9: dtotal = ∑(i, j)∈served di, j
10: if (|served| > n∗)∨
((|served| = n∗)∧ (|reached| < best_reached))∨
(|reached| < best_reached)∧ (dtotal = d∗) then
11: n∗ = |served|
12: best_reached = |reached|
13: d∗ = dtotal
14: j∗ = j
15: best_c = c
16: end if
17: end for
18: return ( j∗, best_c)
Going into further details for function static_get_best_replica (algorithm
9), lines 1 to 4 are used to reset the three values that the function evaluates for all
nodes before choosing the one that minimizes them, and the reference to the best
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server. The loop in line 6 iterates over all service sites that have room available for a
new replica. For all of them it evaluates the number of requests in unsat that it could
serve, the number of reached access nodes and the total distance from these requests
(lines 7 to 9). Finally, it compares these three values with the current minimum
giving precedence to served, breaking ties by comparing reached and comparing
total_distance as a final resort (line 10). Lines 11 to 15 are needed to update
the best candidate along with its associated values. The couple (node, content) is
eventually returned to the caller in line 18.
4.2 Performance evaluation
4.2.1 Simulation environment
In the this section we report the results of a simulation-based performance evaluation
aimed at assessing the effectiveness of the distributed heuristics we have proposed for
replica placement and user requests redirection. Both the two heuristics have been
implemented in the OPNET simulator, widely used and accepted by the research
community for network simulations. Traffic is expressed in terms of blocks of ag-
gregated requests. In our simulations the request redirection reacts instantaneously
every time the traffic generated by an access site changes (this corresponds to major
load changes in the traffic). This in turn may lead to cloning or removal of replicas.
The weighted average mechanism for the replica removal (page 55) has been disabled
in all these simulations, to allow immediate replica deletion.
Our performance evaluation has proceeded in steps. First, we have performed
experiments using the small topology of picture 3.1 to quantify the advantages of the
proposed distributed dynamic replica placement heuristic with respect to the static
schemes which have been proposed in the literature, and with respect to the cen-
tralized heuristic proposed in section 3.3. We have then proceeded to investigate
thoroughly the performance of the distributed heuristic for dynamic replica place-
ment. First we have investigated the impact of the parameter Umid on the distributed
dynamic replica placement heuristic. Then we have performed extensive assessment
of the heuristic when varying the network topology, traffic, number of contents etc...
All these experiments aimed at checking the effectiveness of the placement algo-
rithm combined with the load balancing RRS, keeping the replicas at the desired level
of utilization. They validated the ability of the proposed scheme to exploit a proper
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tuning of the target utilization parameter Umid to provide a fine grained control of the
trade-off between number of allocated replicas, degree of utilization of the allocated
replicas, distance of the users from the replica and frequency of replicas adds and
removals. Furthermore, we showed what happens when increasing the number of
contents managed in the CDN, assuming that the popularity of the objects follows a
Zipf-like distribution (section 4.2.6). Finally, we relaxed the assumptions about the
knowledge each replica must have of its neighborhood, and show in 4.2.7 how this
affects the behavior of our solution.
To compare the different algorithms we focused on metrics representing the user
perceived quality, and the CDN costs. In particular our investigation included:
1. user perceived quality defined as the average distance between the access site
generating a request and the replica serving it
2. the average number of replicas defined as the average number of replicas in
the system
3. the number of replicas added defined as the average number of clone opera-
tions during a period of 100000s
4. the number of replicas removed defined as the average number of replica
removals during an interval of 100000s
5. average replica utilization defined as the average number of requests served
by each replica during the simulation, expressed as a percentage of the replica
capacity
6. unserved requests This is the percentage of requests that could not be served
by a replica, and had to be served by the origin server
4.2.2 Simulating the Request Redirection System
In the following we will describe a centralized request redirection scheme able to
achieve load balancing while keeping the replica load within a desired range. We used
such a centralized scheme to model request redirection in the simulations to assess
the distributed dynamic replica placement. In the next chapter we will show how we
can design a distributed request redirection scheme well matching the behavior of the
centralized solution here described.
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Requests for content C Replicas for content C
Service node s
i-th replica
Access node a
(i+1)-th replica...
(i-1)-th replica
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Figure 4.1: A model for the redirection scheme
The centralized request redirection is based on the minimum weighted bipartite
matching, previously introduced in section 3.1.1. In picture 4.1 the nodes on the
left represent the current users requests, the nodes on the right the allocated replicas.
Instances of a replica corresponding to overloaded states are colored black.
We aim at achieving load balancing among the replicas avoiding to overload repli-
cas unless needed. Also, we would like to be able to favor replica removal whenever
a smaller set of replicas can satisfy users requests.
Load balancing and the restricted use of underutilized and overloaded replicas
is achieved by properly setting the weights of the edges of the bipartite graph. In
particular, as shown in the figure, load balancing is achieved by weighting the edges
as a function of a replica’s load: the higher the load, the higher the weight. Edges to
the k− th instance of a replica (whose use would overload that replica) are associated
to much higher weights (via the addition of a high constant). While this discourages
the selection of that edge, it still makes that link available in those cases where a
user request would otherwise remain unsatisfied. In the case of underutilized replicas
(not shown in figure), edges leading to those replicas are associated much higher
weights in the attempt of discouraging their use and to check whether requests could
be satisfied without them.
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When a single site hosts more than one replica for the same content, we assume
that a local mechanism is employed to optimize load balancing’s behavior. Let’s
assume given a node that hosts m replicas for a specific content c. Let us also assume
that the total number of incoming requests assigned to the node by the redirection
mechanism is n. The local mechanism will direct the largest possible number of
requests to as few replicas as possible, leaving one replica with the least possible
number of users to serve. Ranking replicas for the same content according to a fixed
ordering (this could simply be given by the time the replica was allocated):
n f ull =
⌊
m
Umax
⌋
is the number of replicas that will serve Umax clients; that is, replicas whose order is
in the range
[
0..n f ull
]
will have load Umax.
The module of m over Umax:
lr = m % Umax
is the load that will be served by the (n f ull +1)− th replica. All replicas in the range[
n f ull + 2..n
] (if any) will serve no requests.
This means that as soon as the load decreases one replica hosted at the node will
get no requests and will be removed.
4.2.3 Topology Generation
A first set of experiments was performed on the small topology generated with the
GT-ITM generator, shown in picture 3.1. We then performed experiments on the
public ISP mappings provided by the RocketFuel project [75], providing a complete
description of the ISP backbone topology along with link weights. Every node of
the backbone network is bound to a geographic locality, where the ISP has an access
point. So we considered this point as a service node, that is, a suitable location for
replicas. We added to each service node a number of access nodes in its one-hop
neighborhood: every service node s has a set of access nodes at one-hop distance,
inversely proportional to the s’s degree in the backbone graph.
Access nodes can represent broadband users, or narrowband users. Based on the
survey in [83], we assumed a probability of 43.71% of the link being broadband,
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Figure 4.2: AT&T backbone topology
56.29% of the links being narrowband. The link from a broadband customer to a
server site has a light weight, while a narrowband customer is linked to the backbone
via a heavy weighted link.
The weight of very high data rate access links is uniformly chosen in the range
10− 12; the weight of low data rate access links is higher, being selected randomly
and uniformly in the interval 13−15.
We associated to every service node a backup service node, randomly chosen
among its service nodes neighbors. We added an additional link from every access
node to the backup node associated to its service node, following the same user class
distinction and the same weight distribution described above.
Characteristics of the topologies We examined a number of topologies among the
ones provided by the RocketFuel project, analyzed their characteristics and finally
chose the two topologies hereby described in details, because of their different fea-
tures..
The AT&T topology as from RocketFuel (see figure 4.2, from [78]) is spread
almost only in the US continental territory (the heaviest link is the one connecting
Los Angeles to Honolulu). The weight of a link between two localities is strongly
correlated with their geographical distance, and there are only a few links connecting
far away localities.
The topology of the anonymous provider identified with the number “1299” in
RocketFuel (figure 4.3) is quite different: its graph spans across US, Southern, Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe, and there is a higher percentage of links with a “high” weight
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Figure 4.3: “1299” backbone topology
connecting distant localities (mainly, the links connecting different continents).
Figures 4.4a and 4.4b capture these two characteristics. In the x axis, there is the
value of dmax, in the y axis the percentage of access nodes each service nodes has
at a distance d ≤ dmax, on average. The minimum value of x for which the curve is
defined, corresponds to the value at which every access node to have at least a service
node within dmax. In the curve for AT&T, the number of “reachable” access nodes per
service node, is more than 90% when dmax = 25, while for dmax = 18 every service
node can serve on average more than 20% of the access nodes.
For “1299” , things are quite different. The y value increases almost linearly for
values of x less than 30. Then, in the range [40 : 60], the value quickly increases and
then reaches 100%.
The minimum allowed value for dmax corresponds to the point at which service
nodes can mainly serve nearby access nodes. In this case dmax is not high enough to
allow replicas to serve access nodes if the user to replica path has to traverse one or
more of the heavy links connecting continents.
In “1299” the curve then flats and increases again for values of dmax at which the
neighborhood of the service nodes grows over the border represented by the heavy
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Figure 4.4: Access nodes coverage
links between the continents, gradually reaching all nodes in the network.
We studied these and many others topologies, and chose these two ones because
they’re very representative of the majority of the different possible network graphs.
4.2.4 Simulation results: comparing greedy static, centralized heuristic,
distributed heuristic
We run this first set of experiments using the topology in figure 3.1, with 24 access
nodes (the white ones) and 7 service nodes (the gray ones). The thin lines represent
slower links (weight 2), the thick ones faster links (weight 1). The aggregate requests
at site i ∈Va are modeled as independent Markov birth-death processes To focus on
the relative algorithm behavior we considered just one content, with dmax = 6 and
dmax = ∞, V RMAX = 10. For the distributed algorithm we set Ulow = 20%, Umax = 90%
and two different values of Umid , Umid = 20% and Umid = 90%. These two values of
Umid represent the two possible extremes: in the first case, the algorithm behaves as
a pure load balancing scheme; the second case is the other extreme with the target
utilization almost as high as Umax. All other possible behaviors lie in between.
Results for the different metrics are illustrated in figures 4.5 and 4.6, along with
the 95% confidence intervals. Replicas adds and removals are normalized to a time
interval of length equal to 100000 time units. As expected, the static greedy algo-
rithms generally result in a slightly lower number of replicas and user-replica dis-
tances than the dynamic algorithms. The difference in terms of average number of
replicas and user-replica distance, with respect to the proposed dynamic replica place-
ment is however quite limited, never topping 9% for the former, 5% for the latter. As
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expected, both greedy algorithms have instead very high reconfigurations costs as
their decisions are oblivious of prior states. The more often replicas are re-allocated,
the better the placement, the higher the reconfiguration costs.
The centralized algorithm uses less replicas than the distributed one, but experi-
ences the highest average distance. This can be explained by looking at the algorithm
behavior (algorithm 1). The centralized algorithm makes placement (and removal)
decisions taking into account potential future user requests increases and locating the
replica where it can serve the largest population. By doing so, replicas are typically
steadily placed in barycentric positions. The average distance is thus greater that al-
lowed by the greedy algorithm which just shuffles back and forth replicas close to the
users, according to the instantaneous traffic pattern. The distributed algorithm, on the
other hand, uses only local information and lacks coordination among nodes: each
node makes replica addition and removal decisions based on the local load.
The distributed heuristic performs comparably to the greedy ones in terms of
number of replicas and distance to the best replica, but is able to reduce of up to three
order of magnitude the number of replicas adds and removals.
When Umid = 10%, the distributed heuristic is characterized by a very small num-
ber of replicas additions and removals. This yields stable, low-varying replica con-
figurations, but requires a higher number of replicas. We verified that there are many
such stable configurations and the algorithm converges to one of them depending on
the dynamics during the initial transient. This also explains the larger spread of the
average distance between requests and serving replicas in the distributed algorithm.
The comparison of different settings of the Umid threshold provides interesting
results. The higher the Umid , the lower both the average number of replicas AND the
user-replica distance. This behavior can be explained by looking at the distributed
algorithm behavior. With Umid = 90% all the used replicas tend to be fully utilized
and their number closely follows the minimum required by current requests (replicas
are added and removed closely following the traffic dynamics). As a consequence,
the algorithm now tends to remove and add replica more frequently, and by so doing,
it is more likely to place the replicas close to the users according to the instantaneous
traffic pattern. This in turn reduces the user-replica average distance. The toll to pay
is in terms of a higher number of replicas added/removed. This number is however
order of magnitudes lower than in the greedy static scenarios.
Finally, note that there are interesting differences between the two pictures 4.5
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Figure 4.5: SIMULATION RESULTS one content and dmax = 6
for dmax = 6 and 4.6 for dmax = ∞. Increasing dmax has an influence on the average
distance, especially for the centralized dynamic heuristic that does not try to minimize
it but only to enforce the dmax constraint: comparing pictures in the two groups,
we can see that the higher the dmax, the higher the average distance. At low dmax
replicas are necessarily closer to the users issuing the request; in addition the request
is to balance the load between replicas able to satisfy the requests. The difference is
however very small.
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Figure 4.6: SIMULATION RESULTS one content and dmax = ∞
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4.2.5 Distributed Heuristics Evaluation
Triangular traces
In order to better understand the behavior of the distributed heuristic, we performed
simulations in the simple scenario of picture 3.1, in which we gave the user traffic
process a regular shape. The total rate of user requests grows linearly until a fixed
amount, then is stable for a while, to start linearly decreasing. This pattern, displayed
in fig. 4.7a, is repeated several times. The process is not completely deterministic, as
the number of requests at any given moment is fixed, but their distribution among the
access nodes is not fixed. We considered one content, with dmax = ∞ and V RMAX = 1.
Ulow has been set to 20%, while Umid varies in the range 20%− 90% of the replica
capacity.
Figures 4.7a, 4.7b, 4.7c, 4.7d compare the aggregated user requests over time
(“requests”), i.e., ∑i∈VA xi,c with the maximum amount of requests which can be
served by the allocated replicas, i.e., ∑ j∈VR r j,c ·Umax for different values of Umid
(“replicas capacity”). The x axis represents the time during a single simulation run.
If the two curves are close to each other it means that the heuristic closely follows the
traffic dynamics only allocating the minimum quantity of replicas needed to satisfy
the users needs.
By examining the behavior of our heuristic when using such a simple traffic pro-
cess, we wanted to put in evidence how it reacts to important load changes. In par-
ticular, it is interesting to analyze how the Umid parameter influences the heuristic
behavior.
In particular, figure 4.7a refers to Ulow = Umid = 20%. In this case as the traffic
increases, more and more replicas are allocated in order to fulfill user requests. After
the load peak, the traffic begins to decrease, but the system is not able to delete any
replica as replica loads are balanced and greater than Umid .
In figure 4.7b, Umid is slightly higher (50%). As the traffic decreases, some repli-
cas experience a load below Umid . Such replicas will get their load progressively
decreased and they will ultimately be removed.
In figure 4.7c, Umid is 75%. Our scheme in this case results in a much higher
number of replica deletions, as the target utilization level that the heuristic strives to
achieve is higher. It’s also worth noting that in this case the gap between the requests
and replica capacity is always very small.
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Figure 4.7: Simple topology, “triangular” traces
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In the last figure (4.7d), Umid is even higher (90%). The number of replicas
add/removals does not increase over the Umid = 75% case. The system reacts earlier
to changes in this case and the two curves (requests/replica capacity) are closer.
These observations confirm the high flexibility of our scheme. The parameter
Umid represents the desired replica utilization level. When the average replica load is
lower than such value, the heuristic tries to reduce the number of replicas. For low
values of Umid , the process is never able to delete replicas. Therefore a higher Umid
effectively allows to reduce the number of replicas and to more quickly react to the
changes in the traffic pattern.
Dynamic behavior with Pareto processes
We now turn our attention to large scale topologies. In this set of simulations we
considered a scenario based on the topology of the AT&T backbone (see Figure 4.2
and reference [75]) which comprises 184 access nodes and 115 service nodes. We
have also considered the “1299” topology which comprises 153 access nodes and 31
service nodes. The requests have been modeled as the superposition of independent
on-off Pareto processes.
Umid 50% 60% 90%
avg. distance 13.01±0.163 12.98±0.187 12.78±0.093
replica add 0.19±0.224 0.54±0.234 3.87±0.915
replica del 0.15±0.162 0.48±0.334 3.86±0.956
replicas 54.25±8.882 49.10±2.349 45.84±1.592
Table 4.1: AT&T, dmax = 18
Umid 50% 60% 90%
avg. distance 14.19±0.353 14.18±0.370 13.26±0.150
replica add 0.09±0.138 0.09±0.138 3.31±0.353
replica del 0.00±0.000 0.00±0.000 3.31±0.496
replicas 47.79±2.005 47.79±2.005 45.22±1.647
Table 4.2: AT&T, dmax = 200
In tables 4.1 - 4.2, we summarized the relevant metrics along with the 95% con-
fidence intervals for different values of Umid and dmax. Values for the number of
replicas adds and removals are normalized to an interval of 1000 time units. The
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Figure 4.8: “1299” , varying dmax and Umid
behavior for the different values of Umid confirms our previous observations: lower
values of Umid yield more stable replica configurations which in turn result into a
larger number of replicas and higher user-replicas distances.
Comparing the two tables, we observe that, with smaller dmax, the average number
of used replicas increases while the average distance decreases. This reflects the need
to place more replicas to meet the stricter constraint on the maximum user-replica
distance. Such replicas are necessarily placed closer to the users, resulting in lower
user-request distances.
Figure 4.8 illustrates typical sample paths behavior, for topology “1299” , for
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different values of dmax and of Umid , the requests being the superposition of Pareto
processes.
In the upper left corner (4.8a), for dmax = 18, we can see that the line for Umid =
33% is completely flat, that means that after the initial allocation no replicas are
added nor removed. The curve for Umid = 60% has a different behavior: during the
simulation, the overall system capacity sometimes diminishes as the average replica
utilization falls below the threshold, and some other time increases: overall, the re-
quests process is followed a bit closer. The correlation between the two curves is not
very tight, as for dmax = 18 the number of replicas is deeply influenced by the position
of the requests: when many requests are concentrated in a single point, less replicas
can be used. Note also that in a single short time interval, at around x = 140000s,
Umid = 60% results in a slightly higher number of replicas than Umid = 33%. This
is possible because of the different allocation of replicas: as higher Umid values re-
sult in less replicas, these will follow the location of the requests more closely, thus
it’s easier to have to add a new replica in order to serve some isolated request. For
Umid = 90%, the drawing shows that the capacity of the replicas follows very closely
the clients demand, resulting in a much higher number of additions and removals.
In picture 4.8b the curve for Umid = 33% again shows that with this parameter the
heuristic is not able to remove replicas after having allocated many. Note however
that the initial allocated capacity is low, but then as the requests continue flowing it
has to add more and more replicas that can not be removed. For Umid = 60%, again,
although the number of replicas in the first stages is the same as for Umid = 33%, it
can instead be diminished. Finally, note that the number of replicas is consistently
less than for dmax = 18 for all possible values of the middle threshold, because every
service node can serve clients in a higher radius.
All these considerations are confirmed by the last picture, 4.8c. The system
capacity can always be kept lower than for lower dmaxvalues. The two curves for
Umid = 33% and Umid = 60% are now identical, this is because there are less replicas
and their average level of utilization is now always more than 33% and more than
60%, so that it’s more difficult to delete them.
In picture 4.9 we see another confirmation of the already described effects of
the constraint dmax. The data is the same as for picture 4.8, but arranged in order
to compare curves for different dmax values. As you can see from (a), for low Umid
values dmax is very influent: the lower its value, the higher the number of replicas that
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Figure 4.9: “1299” , varying Umid and dmax
need to be kept in the system. But as Umid reaches 90% ((b)), the replica capacity and
the number of requests are very near, regardless of the maximum allowed distance:
this is another important proof of the effectiveness of the mechanism in real-world
topologies.
4.2.6 Impact of the number of contents
After having carefully studied what happens when the network hosts only one con-
tent, we decided to study the behavior when managing many contents. According to
many papers ([11, 61, 68, 4]), the popularity of the contents in the Internet follows a
Zipf-like distribution; other papers in the replica placement and load balancing areas
make use of this assumption ([43, 15, 44]. In our simulations, when dealing with a
set C of contents, we enumerated them in the range 1 to |C|, and tested this under
the markovian load processes. Each content c is an independent Poisson process, all
processes have the same value for the death rate µ. The aggregated birth rate is λ, so
the arrival rate for a single content c is:
λc = β · λ
c
We chose the value of β in such a way that
∑
c∈C
λc = λ
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This guarantees that fixing the value for λ and varying |C|, the expected number of
requests is the same, although distributed over more kinds of contents.
In our experiments we have varied the number of contents C in the range 1,5,20.
The parameter Ulow has been set to 20% of the replica capacity, while Umid is varied
between 20% and 90% of the replica capacity.
Medium load, dmax = ∞ The first set of results refer to a medium traffic scenario in
the medium-sized “1299” topology, in which the average number of replicas needed
to serve all users requests is about 30 in average, during the simulation lifetime. The
value of the parameter dmax has been set to infinite and V RMAX has been set to 10.
In addition to the metrics already described in page 61, we also examine the
ratio between the number of allocated replicas and the minimum number of replicas
required to satisfy all user requests. This value has been computed as the sum, over all
contents c, of the requests for content c divided by the maximum tolerable value Umax
of requests a replica can serve, without considering the maximum distance constraint:
min_replicas = ∑
c∈C
⌈∑i∈VA xi,c
Umax
⌉
(4.1)
From now on, we will report only the values for replica additions, because the
values for replica removals are very similar for long simulations over stationary traffic
processes as already verified in sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.5.
Results are depicted in Table 4.3.
We observe that the number of allocated replicas is always very close to the min-
imum. The gap between these two values never tops 15%, and reduces as Umid in-
creases. When Umid is equal to 75% or 90% of the replica capacity, replica placement
strictly follows the traffic dynamics: a replica of a given content is hosted at a ser-
vice site only if it is needed to satisfy current user requests. If Umid is set to a low
percentage of the replica capacity, the system tends to react more slowly to traffic
dynamics, and in particular tends to delete replicas only when the traffic decreases so
significantly that the load of all the replicas of a given content decreases below Umid .
This results in an increase in the number of allocated replicas, which is particularly
evident for high C values.
When the number of contents C increases, more replicas need to be allocated and
the frequency of replica additions and removals increases. In the multiple contents
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Number of allocated replicas/minimum required
C Umid = 20% Umid = 75% Umid = 90%
1 1.03±0.005 1.004±0.0022 1.003±0.0004
5 1.08±0.02 1.01±0.005 1.005±0.002
20 1.14±0.04 1.004±0.002 1.004±0.002
Average replica utilization
Umid = 20% Umid = 50% Umid = 90%
C = 1 0.89±0.004 0.9±0.004 0.91±0.002
C = 5 0.78±0.013 0.8±0.016 0.84±0.007
C = 20 0.56±0.013 0.615±0.01 0.630±0.01
Average distance to the best replica
C Umid = 20% Umid = 75% Umid = 90%
1 16.92±5.51 13.74±1.97 13.32±0.64
5 19.86±2.22 16.78±0.97 16.96±1.48
20 22.33±2.61 21.57±2.45 22.11±2.35
Average number of replica add
C Umid = 20% Umid = 75% Umid = 90%
1 115.03±89.08 805.14±148.32 860.17±226.30
5 185.04±89.07 1220.32±465.29 1420.40±533.36
20 290.05±112.74 1485.32±909.57 1505.33±907.46
Table 4.3: “1299” , medium load, dmax = ∞, varying Umid and C
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case we need to place a replica even to satisfy few requests for a low popularity con-
tent. This is confirmed also by the replica utilization results which show a significant
decrease in such utilization at high C. When C = 20 replicas have an average load
which is 30−38% lower than when C = 1. More generally, the increase in the num-
ber of replicas when multiple contents are in the network reflects the fact that the
traffic is heterogeneous in nature (i.e., the requests generated are for different con-
tents) demanding for the allocation of multiple replicas, at least one for each content
currently requested.
Despite our schemes closely follow the traffic dynamics both in the single content
and in the multiple contents scenarios, when multiple contents are considered replicas
underutilization is often unavoidable. Even if there are few requests in the network for
a given content, such requests have to be satisfied, thus a replica has to be allocated to
serve them. Traffic dynamics is also much faster when C is high: arrival of new user
requests may result in the need to add replicas for a given content: a small decrease
of user requests for a low popularity content may immediately result in the possibility
to delete a replica for that content. This is clearly shown by the number of replicas
additions (the number of replica removals has similar values). As the number of
contents increases the frequency of changes in the replicas increases.
We finally observe that as before, the distance from the best replica tends to de-
crease as Umid grows. At high Umid we more frequently change the allocated replicas,
allowing to place replica closer to the current user requests. When C increases less
replicas are allocated for a given content, so that the average distance to the best
replica tends to increase.
Low load, dmax = 18 In the previous paragraphs we showed a simulation set in
which dmax = ∞, and a medium load. We now move to another different scenario. In
the set of pictures 4.10 we fixed dmax to be 18, and varied Umid to be 20%, 50%, 75%,
90% of K (a distinct curve for every distinct value of Umid). The load is low (≃ 5
requests per replica).
In picture 4.10c, we can see that the number of unsatisfied requests is 0 in the
C = 1 case - that is, after the initial simulation warm-up phase in which we do not
collect statistics, there’s always at least an allocated replica in the proximity of new
requests. For higher values of C, despite being very limited, the number of unsatisfied
requests grows almost linearly. This is due to the fact that, when adding new contents,
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Figure 4.10: “1299” , varying C, low load, dmax = 18
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the less frequent ones are less and less popular. A rarely accessed content, throughout
the whole simulation, results in some interval of time with no requests in the whole
system - this leads to the deletion of all replicas for that content. The next time a
request will be issued an access to the origin server will be performed (unsatisfied
requests) and a replica will be allocated. Furthermore, because we keep the average
load constant when varying the number of contents, all contents are less popular when
C is high - even the most popular content is less requested when there are 20 contents
than when it’s the only available one. The curve for Umid = 20% exhibits the lowest
number of unserved requests (requests that have to be served by the origin server):
this is because when Umid is low, the system becomes very conservative and tends to
keep replicas even when they serve a very small load (recall the analysis of section
4.2.5). We also measured the number of unserved requests for the most popular
content (not showed), and although its traffic is lower for C = 20 than for C = 1,
we observed that after the initial phase all requests for it are served. The problem of
unserved requests could be decreased by means of a mechanism that blocks a specific
replica deletion until the exponential average of that replica load is 0 (page 55), or by
adding other policies to allocate replicas before the content is requested.
From 4.10d you can see that, as the number of contents increase, the average
replica utilization decreases. This is obvious as when there are more contents in the
CDN, replicas are allocated for a content even if there are only a very few requests
for it. This is confirmed by looking at the minimum number of replicas. This is a
lower bound for the number of allocated replicas, obtained as of formula 4.1). While
the load is fixed, this magnitude grows with C, so that the utilization of the replicas
has to decrease. Anyway, note that the heuristic continues achieving a higher average
utilization for higher values of Umid .
The number of clone operations in the system is showed by diagram 4.10b.
The curves show an ascending slope. For high values of C the number of replicas
add/removals increases significantly. This is due partly to the higher number of un-
served requests (every request served by the origin server results in a clone operation
with the mechanism of algorithm 7), and partly to the already observed fact that
spreading the requests over a number of contents will lead to inefficiencies.
The last thing to be considered is in fig. 4.10d. In the plot, it’s evident that as
C increases, each replica will serve less and less requests on average. Again, this is
completely explained by the growing amount of replicas needed to serve all possible
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requests.
4.2.7 Sensitivity to a constrained replica neighborhood
Our mechanism always guarantees every request from any given access node to be
served by a replica whose distance from the access node is less than the bound dmax.
The replicas themselves are the agents that decide whether to clone other replicas, or
to remove themselves. Due to the dmax bound, when a replica of a given content c
in a service site r decides to clone, the placement algorithm creates a new clone in a
site r′ that can serve as many requests as possible among the ones currently served by
that replica (see alg. 6). Thus, given α(r) and α(r′) the sets of access nodes located
in the dmax radius by r and r′ respectively, the intersection α(r)∩α(r′) must not be
empty. This implies that every replica in r must monitor all other service sites at a
distance no more than 2 ·dmax from r: we called this set ρ(r).
Due to these considerations, every service site needs to know some information
about neighbor service sites: namely, topological information about each other’s α
set, and the information about how many clones it is currently hosting for each con-
tent. If dmax is too large, each replica could have to collect and retain a big amount of
topological information about its neighbor service nodes. Furthermore, the fact that
the configuration of allocated surrogates typically changes over time implies a cer-
tain amount of message exchanges among service nodes, that is much more as dmax
increases.
A CDN provider will possibly want to limit the impact of the exchanged messages
in order to save bandwidth. So, we slightly modified our procedure in order to verify
its behavior when limiting replicas knowledge. We limited each replica to know only
neighbor service nodes up to hmax network hops away, and we ran simulations varying
this parameter in order to check whether our heuristic behaves well also when this
value is very low.
To this aim, we ran simulations on the “1299” topology of fig. 4.3, the traffic is
the superposition of markovian processes, for a single content. Ulow = 20%, Umid =
75%, Umax = 95%, V RMAX = 10. We made simulations with two different amounts
requests and markovian on-off sources, varying also the dmax distance threshold.
Table 4.4 refers to the first simulation set, a low load scenario, in which the pro-
cess has been set so that the average traffic is of∼ 5 requests per service node. Results
are shown with the 95% confidence interval. The three sets refer to simulations with
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three different values of dmax, namely, dmax = 18, dmax = 30, dmax = ∞: varying dmax is
important because it is the parameter that determines the dimension of the sets α(r)
of neighbor nodes for each replica, that are potential candidates for hosting a new
clone when a replica is overloaded. The first row of each table shows the number of
hops, the columns represent the metrics for the values in the intersection.
We set hmax = 1,2,3,∞, where ∞ means that the neighborhood a replica r exam-
ines when looking for a new service site where to clone is limited, as in the original
algorithm, only to the set ρ(r) = {r′ ∈VR s.t. α(r)∩α(r′) 6= /0}, the effect of this be-
ing as if no hmax constraint was imposed.
The number of unserved requests is not reported in the tables, as it has been found
to be 0 in all these simulations.
The average distance from the user to the replica only slightly changes when
varying from 1 to ∞. The distance is much more influenced by the dmax value: for
dmax = 18,30 it is consistently lower than for dmax = ∞.
Looking at the number of replicas, you can see that the hmax bound has no notice-
able influence on it, in all the three tables.
The number of added and removed replicas (normalized over a time interval of
length 100000), does not show a significant changes in its trend when varying the
parameter hmax - it is more dependent on the value of dmax.
The “replica utilization” (computed as a fraction of the maximum allowed ca-
pacity of the replica K) adds another important information to our analysis: replicas
serve on average a number of requests much higher than the value Umid (recall that
it is 75% in these simulations), and slightly less than the maximum value Umax, as
desired. And this behavior is absolutely not affected by the parameter hmax, while it
is slightly influenced by dmax.
The second simulation set (table 4.5 ) refers to a medium load scenario, in which
the average load has been set so that the average number of requests is ∼ 15 per ser-
vice node. All other parameters are as previously specified. The three different tables
show the values of the four metrics, for the three different values of the parameter
dmax In the first row of each table the possible values for hmax are shown. In this
scenario there were no unserved requests.
Comparing the values in each cell of the table, row by row, you can see that the
average distance, the number of replica add and the number of allocated replicas do
not change much as the number of hops increases, for all examined values of dmax:
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dmax = 18
hops 1 2 3 ∞
avg. distance 12.51±0.06 12.50±0.06 12.51±0.05 12.49±0.07
replica add 704.20±61.37 709.57±60.29 701.64±80.41 711.79±86.61
replicas 14.34±0.23 14.34±0.24 14.34±0.23 14.34±0.24
utilization % 0.868±0.002 0.868±0.002 0.868±0.003 0.869±0.002
dmax = 30
hops 1 2 3 ∞
avg. distance 12.53±0.06 12.53±0.10 12.54±0.08 12.52±0.05
replica add 716.86±37.88 719.93±79.63 719.50±66.93 721.22±56.36
replicas 14.29±0.24 14.30±0.23 14.30±0.25 14.29±0.23
utilization % 0.871±0.002 0.871±0.003 0.871±0.002 0.871±0.002
dmax = ∞
hops 1 2 3 ∞
avg. distance 13.85±0.95 14.10±1.06 13.87±0.84 14.09±1.37
replica add 356.35±97.38 372.07±50.67 356.00±99.53 358.07±66.45
replicas 14.04±0.20 14.02±0.23 14.04±0.24 14.03±0.23
utilization % 0.887±0.006 0.888±0.004 0.887±0.005 0.888±0.003
Table 4.4: 1299, low load, limited neighborhood
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in particular, note that hmax = ∞ does not provide any particular advantage in this
simulations. Notice that in this table the average utilization of allocated replicas
(“utilization %”) is even higher than for table 4.4: it is now more than 91% for
dmax = ∞.
Summing up, in the above analysis we examined the behavior of our distributed,
dynamic heuristic when constraining the information known at each replica site. The
allocation mechanism is indeed critical for a dynamic replication scheme, as adding
clones in the wrong place would eventually result in a waste of resources or in poor
performance. The removal mechanism could react to limit this waste but this would
lead to a higher number of changes to the system.
Simulation results show that our heuristic is hardly affected by the value of the
new constraint hmax. This would allow a content provider to limit the burden im-
posed on the network by the monitoring activities needed by our distributed replica
placement heuristic, without impairing the CDN performance.
dmax = 18
hops 1 2 3 ∞
avg. distance 12.23±0.11 12.17±0.09 12.20±0.09 12.19±0.05
replica add 1192.50±225.03 1210.61±149.80 1216.45±175.87 1170.23±177.96
replicas 34.09±0.49 33.99±0.49 34.02±0.58 34.03±0.55
utilization % 0.905±0.001 0.906±0.001 0.906±0.002 0.906±0.001
dmax = 30
hops 1 2 3 ∞
avg. distance 12.21±0.13 12.18±0.15 12.22±0.15 12.22±0.07
replica add 1186.23±143.01 1246.68±130.49 1183.56±189.82 1191.12±216.84
replicas 34.03±0.57 34.02±0.53 34.03±0.53 34.04±0.56
utilization % 0.906±0.002 0.906±0.001 0.906±0.001 0.906±0.001
dmax = ∞
hops 1 2 3 ∞
avg. distance 12.91±0.77 13.06±0.86 13.10±0.93 12.86±0.40
replica add 695.11±352.22 635.11±264.99 700.00±200.84 736.45±222.34
replicas 33.78±0.47 33.83±0.45 33.78±0.48 33.76±0.53
utilization % 0.913±0.003 0.911±0.003 0.913±0.002 0.913±0.002
Table 4.5: 1299, medium load, limited neighborhood
Chapter 5
Request redirection schemes
5.1 Distributed load balancing
In the previous chapter we have assumed that the system is capable of redirecting the
requests obtaining a best effort balancing of the load among replicas. (A perfect load
balancing may be impossible due to the distance constraint.)
Here we show how redirection can be implemented in practice by a distributed
algorithm that achieves both load balancing and high resource utilization. For each
access node i ∈VA and content c ∈C, αi j,c denotes the fraction of requests xi,c orig-
inated at i for content c which are redirected to node j ∈ VR. For a site j ∈ VR, let
l j,c = ∑i∈α( j) αi j,cxi,c denote the aggregate demand of content c served by j. Let
r j,c be the number of replicas for content c hosted at j and let u j,c = l j,c/r j,c be the
utilization of content c replicas at site j.
We start by providing a formal definition of load balanced configuration. We
define a load configuration as the set l j,c with j ∈ VR. A load configuration is said
to be balanced if for each i ∈VA, u j,c = u j′,c ( j, j′ ∈VR). When dmax = ∞, i.e., when
each access node i ∈ VA can be served by any node j ∈ VR, it is always possible to
achieve a load balanced configuration by properly adjusting the redirection vectors.
Instead, when dmax < ∞ load balancing among different replicas can be achieved
only to the extent allowed by the distance contraint. In extreme cases when dmax
is strongly constrained unbalanced loads are unavoidable. For instance, when each
access node can be served only by one server site, each node j ∈VR would have a load
depending on the number of user requests from users in its neighborhood, and there is
no possibility of balancing the requests load. For these cases, we introduce the more
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general notion of feasible load balanced configuration. With Ai,c we denote the set
of replicas to which access node i is sending traffic, i.e., Ai,c =
{ j ∈ ρ(i)|αi j,c > 0}.
A feasible load balanced configuration is a load configuration l j,c, j ∈VR, such that
for each i ∈ VA, u j,c = u j′,c ( j, j′ ∈ Ai,c) and u j,c ≤ u j′,c ( j ∈ Ai,c, j′ ∈ ρ(i)\Ai,c). In
other words, a load configuration is feasible and balanced if for each access node i
the nodes to which i redirects its traffic (replicas in Ai,c) have the same utilization,
while the nodes to which i does not send requests (replicas in ρ(i)\Ai,c) have higher
or equal utilization than those in Ai,c. Observe that a load balanced configuration is a
special case of a feasible load balanced configuration where all utilizations are equal.
A distributed mechanism is now needed to achieve feasible load balanced config-
urations. This redirection update algorithm (RUA) is what we present next.
Each access node i periodically updates its redirection vector αi,c = (αi j,c) j∈ρ(i)
using solely the load information l j,c of the replicas to which it is redirecting traffic
and information about the number of replicas at a given site r j,c. This information
is made available to the access nodes by piggybacking it to the messages answering
user requests. The access nodes update their redirection vector at different times,
independently and asynchronously from each other. For ease of presentation here
we consider periodic updates of period Ti and we denote with αi j,c(ki + 1) the (ki +
1)th update of node i’s redirection vector. In order to achieve load balancing among
replicas of the same content c ∈ C, each access node i uses the following updating
rule for each j ∈ ρ(i).
αi j,c(ki + 1) = αi j,c(ki)−δ(u j,c −Ui,c)xi,c, (5.1)
where δ > 0 and Ui,c = 1|ρ(i)| ∑ j∈ρ(i) u j,c is the average utilization of content c replicas
in sites j ∈ ρ(i). The idea behind rule (5.1) is quite simple: In order to balance
the requests among different replicas, each access node i periodically re-adjusts its
redirection scheme by diverting traffic from over-utilized replicas (i.e., from replicas
j for which u j,c > Ui,c) and redirecting it to those replicas which are underutilized
(u j,c < Ui,c). Intuitively, assuming a constant volume of requests, all access nodes
redirection vectors reach an equilibrium point characterized by perfect load balancing
among the different replicas, i.e., u j,c = Ui,c, j ∈ ρ(i). In this case, from rule (5.1) we
have αi j,c(ki + 1) = αi j,c(ki), i ∈VA.
Notice that rule (5.1) does not guarantee that αi j,c(k)≥ 0. To ensure non-negativity
rule (5.1) needs to be modified as follows.
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αi j,c(ki + 1) =
{
αi j,c(ki)− ¯δ
(
u j,c−U ′i,c
)
xi,c j 6∈ Ni,c
0 j ∈ Ni,c
(5.2)
where Ni,c is the set of replicas to which node i does not redirect requests and whose
utilization exceeds the average utilization Ui,c, i.e., Ni,c = { j ∈ ρ(i)|αi j,c(ki) = 0∧
u j,c > Ui,c}. Rule (5.1) cannot be applied to replica in Ni,c as αi j,c(ki + 1), j ∈ Ni,c
would become negative. For such replicas we keep αi j,c(ki + 1) = 0. For
replicas not in Ni,c, in rule (5.2) we apply rule (5.1) by replacing Ui,c by U ′i,c =
1
|ρ(i)\Ni,c| ∑ j∈ρ(i)\Ni,c u j,c, i.e., U ′i,c denotes the average utilization of content c repli-
cas in ρ(i)\Ni,c. This is required to ensure that αi j,c(ki + 1), j ∈ ρ(i), sum up to 1.
We also need to enforce αi j,c(ki + 1) > 0. This is obtained by choosing ¯δ as follows:
¯δ = min
{
δ, min
{ j∈VR|αi j,c(ki)>0∧(u j,c−Ui,c)>0}
αi j,c(ki)
(u j,c−Ui,c)xi,c
}
(5.3)
We prove that RUA generates a sequence of redirection vector updates that con-
verges to a load balancing equilibrium point.
Theorem 1 Given xi,c ≥ 0, and 0 < Ti < ∞, i ∈VA, and any initial redirection vector
αi(.) = (αi,c), the sequence of RUA redirection vectors αi(.) converges to a feasible
load balanced configuration.
The proof is based on showing that the distributed execution of the redirection
update algorithm iteratively solves the following optimization problem
LB : minFc(α) = ∑
j∈VR
l2j,c/r j,c
l j,c = ∑
i∈α( j)
αi j,cxi,c
∑
j∈ρ(i)
αi j,c = 1,αi j,c ≥ 0, i ∈VA
The LB problem is a convex problem with linear constraints. These problems are
generally solved by means of iterative gradient methods modified to account for the
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presence of the constraints. The proposed redirection update algorithm, in particular,
can be regarded as a gradient projection algorithm (it is not difficult to verify that it
is similar to the gradient projection method of Rosen).
We first show that for any i ∈VA, if the αi j,c(ki) are feasible, then the αi j,c(ki +1)
are feasible as well. Indeed, (5.2) and the choice for ¯δ ensures that αi j,c(k + 1) ≥ 0;
moreover,
∑
j∈ρ(i)
αi j,c(k + 1) = ∑
j∈ρ(i)
αi j,c(k)+ δxi,c ∑
j∈Ai,c
(
u jc−U ′i,c
)
= 1− δxi,c
(
∑
j∈Ai,c
u jc−|Ai,c|U ′i,c
)
= 1
Then we show that for any i ∈VA, any step of the redirection algorithm improves
the objective function, i.e. Fc(α(ki + 1)) ≤ Fc(α(ki)) To this end, it suffices to show
that ∇Fc(α(ki))′d ≤ 0, where ∇Fc(α(ki)) is the gradient of objective function Fc(α)
and d = (0, . . . ,0,u j1 ,c −Ui,c, . . . ,u jn,cUi,c, . . .)′ is the direction associated with a sin-
gle step of the redirection algorithm, d is a direction along which the function Fc
decreases.
Theorem 2 The following holds:
1. ∇Fc(α)′d ≤ 0;
2. ∇Fc(α)′d = 0 if and only if d = 0, i.e., u jc = u j′c, j, j′ ∈ A′i,c.
Proof: The proof is based on the following result:
Lemma 1 √
|A′i,c| ∑
j∈A′i,c
(u j,c)2 ≥ ∑
j∈A′i,c
u j,c. (5.4)
Moreover, the equality holds if and only if u jc = u j′c, j, j′ ∈ Ai,c.
Proof: It is easy to verify that ∇Fc(α) = (u j1 , . . . ,u jn , . . . ,u j1 , . . . ,u jn)′. Then: 1)
directly follows from the Cauchy-Shwartz inequality applied to the vectors (u j,c, . . . ,u j,c)′
and (1, . . . ,1)′; for 2), observe also that the equality in the Cauchy-Shwartz inequality
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requires the two vectors to be parallel. This requires all the element of the first vector
to be all equal.
The theorem directly follows from the Lemma by observing that:
∇Fc(α)′d = ∑
j∈A′i,c
u j,c
(
u j,c −U ′i,c
) (5.5)
= ∑
j∈A′i,c
u j,c−
1
|A′i,c|

 ∑
j∈A′i,c
u j,c


2
(5.6)
Since the set of feasible points is compact and the sequence Fc(α(.)) is nonin-
creasing, α(.) and Fc(α(.)) converge. Convergence of α(.) implies that all sequences
α(ki), i ∈VA converge (convergence of a series implies the convergence of all its ex-
tracted sub-series). 2) of Theorem 2 then implies that α(.) converges to a feasible
load balanced point.
The redirection scheme just presented achieves load balancing among the differ-
ent servers. As previously noted, this does not necessarily imply efficient resource
utilization since many servers may operate at low utilization levels. Clearly, in such a
scenario, it is preferable to remove underutilized replicas without affecting the level
of users satisfaction. To this end, we introduce a tuning parameter Umid which repre-
sents a lower bound on the replica target utilization. Whenever the load falls below
Umid replicas take actions to direct requests away (which eventually results into their
removal). This can be accomplished by replacing the actual utilization u j,c = l j,c/r j,c
in (5.2) with an inflated utilization u′j,c ≥ u j,c as follows:
u′j,c =


Umax− ε u j,c < Ulow
Umax−2ε w.p.
Umid−u j,c
Umid−Ulow Ulow ≤ u j,c ≤Umid
u j,c w.p.
u j,c−Ulow
Umid−Ulow Ulow ≤ u j,c ≤Umid
u j,c u j,c > Umid .
(5.7)
The RUA algorithm is therefore applied where each replica c advertises u′j,c rather
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Figure 5.1: Probability of load inflation
than u′j,c, i.e., the inflated utilization level rather than the actual one. Since the redi-
rection strategy balances the load, replicas that advertise inflated utilization, i.e.,
those whose actual utilization is < Umid , tend to be less and less utilized. In order
to randomize the behavior of the different replicas so that not all those underutilized
attempts to be removed, replicas with actual load in the range Ulow < u j,c ≤ Umid
advertise the inflated value u′j,c with a given probability that depends on u j,c: The
lower the actual load u j,c the higher the probability that c attempts to be removed
(see Figure 5.1).
As soon as a replica utilization level falls below Ulow its advertised level becomes
Umax−ε (with probability 1), that is, it becomes higher than the level of other replicas
whose levels are between Ulow and Umid . This ensures that that replica will get less
and less requests with respect to the others, and it will be removed before them, if
possible. Note that the very definition of u′j,c ensures that a replica advertising inflated
utilization level, will never cause the cloning of another replica for overutilization.
Since the underutilized replicas advertise a level which is Umax−aε, a = 1,2, because
of the RUA balancing, they will get a higher share of the load than replicas whose load
is Umax. When traffic increases the RRS will proceed in its iteration, distributing more
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extra traffic to underutilized replicas and replicas with load < Umax, converging to a
situation where extra traffic is redistributed only to replicas with local load < Umax if
possible. Cloning will therefore be performed only if needed.
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5.2 Validating the distributed algorithm
In this section we summarize the results of a set of experiments we have performed
to assess the effectiveness of the proposed distributed request redirection scheme.
In the following pictures we show the load distribution of all replicas in the sys-
tem, observed over three simulation runs in which we varied the traffic. All pictures
refer to the topology with 7 service nodes, 24 access nodes of figure 3.1. Simulations
run for 3000 seconds each and the statistics are collected over the whole period.
In these simulations we computed the redirection decisions in an “istantanta-
neous” fashion, in order to better analyze the distributed algorithm behavior. More
precisely, as soon as the traffic changes, the simulation is freezed and all access nodes
starts iterating the load balancing algorithm. The simulation is resumed after the
value of the target function of the algorithm converges, this in order to check that the
algorithm is able to converge in a limited number of steps, although in a real system
the procedure would have to be executed periodically.
The user request process has been artificially set to be monotonically increasing
and decreasing, dmax = ∞, we set V MAXR = 1, Ulow = 20%, Umid = 80% and Umax =
90%. We want to check whether our joint load balancing and replica placement
method has the desired properties of load balancing the traffic and keeping the replica
load within a predefined range. To this purpose we have implemented in our simulator
both the centralized load balancing and the distributed request redirection presented
in the previous section.
The first set of pictures shows the outcome of the load balancing, when the traffic
varies as in picture 5.2. Pictures 5.3a, 5.3b refer to two simulations employing the
centralized matching mechanism and the distributed one respectively, in this scenario.
We monitored all replica loads throughout the whole simulation, collected the amount
of times a replica has load l, and normalized such value to the simulation timeframe.
Therefore, this metric expresses the fraction of time a replica has a given load.
The x axis represents the load as a percentage of the replica maximum capac-
ity, the y axis the probability that a replica has load x% during the simulation. We
plot three vertical lines corresponding to the values of Ulow = 20%, Umid = 80% and
Umax = 90%. A logarithmic scale has been used to display the results.
We can see from picture 5.3a, that the majority of the times replicas load is greater
than l > Umid , and seldom it is l > Umax (in all these cases there was the need to add
a replica). For the large majority of time the replicas load is between Umid and Umax
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Figure 5.2: Simulation trace, first set
which is the specified desirable range of utilization.
Note that there is a positive probability that a replica has l > Umax, because this
corresponds to the times when a replica is overloaded. This event is very rare and
its consequence is that the replica decides to clone, thus its load is lowered in a very
short time.
Looking at the central region of the plot, the one for which Ulow < l ≤Umid , we
can see that it is more common to have loads close to Umid . This is because of the
probabilistic unload mechanism: in this load range, the less a replica is used, the
more likely it is that it will inflate its load. This makes replica unloading faster and
faster as the replica load decreases, which is confirmed by a lower fraction of time
spent in the lowest values of the [Ulow;Umid ] interval.
Examining the part of the graph 0 ≤ l ≤Ulow, it is possible to note that there is
a peak corresponding to a load l in the range that corresponds to loads 9% ≤ l ≤
10%. This is due to the particular shape of the request process (see picture 5.2), and
corresponds to the portions of the simulation in which the load is very low and the
allocated replicas have to serve a very small number of requests, resulting in this
peak.
The last interesting thing that should be noted is that there is a relevant probability
that a replica serves no requests. This is due to the underloading mechanism: every
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(b) Distributed Request Redirection
Figure 5.3: First set, loads
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Figure 5.4: Simulation trace, second set
replica strives to have its load reduced, and if this is possible, the redirection system
will assign the replica no requests to serve, so that it can later be removed from the
network.
Picture 5.3b illustrates replicas load for the same traffic pattern, but using the
distributed load balancing as the redirection mechanism. The behavior closely mimic
what obtained using the centralized mechanism. Also in this case, replicas are almost
always in the desired load range with l s.t. Umid ≤ l ≤Umax. Underutilized replicas
are very rare (replicas rapidly unload themselves if possible), there is a high number
of zeros and also a peak at about l ≃ 10%, which has the same motivation discussed
above.
The distributed load balancing algorithm in this simulation converges to a so-
lution within 1/105 from the optimal value of the function, in 24.12 iterations in
average, with a standard deviation of 17.45.
We have therefore shown that the distributed scheme is fast, and able to control
the replica load to the desired utilization level, a significant non trivial result.
Figure 5.4 shows a second, slightly different, process. For this process we ob-
tained the distribution of the loads as of pictures 5.5a and 5.5b. The distributed load
balancing algorithm in this simulation converges to a solution within 1/105 from the
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Figure 5.5: Second set, loads
optimal solution, in 25.20 iterations in average, with a standard deviation of 15.64.
For these pictures it is very important to remark the differences with the first set of
pictures 5.3a, 5.3b. The peak in the number of occurrences that occurred for l ≃ 10%
is no more present, as we said that was dependent on that particular process. The
distribution of the load still retains the desired properties: replicas are in the desired
load region most of the time, very low probabilities of being underloaded and quite
high probabilities of having no requests to serve (0 load).
Results for a third set are shown in pictures 5.6 (simulation trace), 5.7a (behavior
with centralized load balancing), 5.7b (distributed load balancing). These results
have been obtained from a traffic pattern identical to the second traffic pattern (5.4)
in the number of request issued over the time. The difference lies in the fact that the
number of requests is a function of the time, but the way requests are spread among
the access nodes is not fixed: they are randomly distributed among the sources, so the
two traffic patterns have randomly chosen, different sets of requests issued by each
particular access site at every time. In this simulation, the number of steps needed
for the distributed load balancing algorithm to converge to a solution within 1/105
from the optimal solution, is 25.50 iterations in average, with a standard deviation of
16.98.
Results for this third traffic pattern exhibit a similar behavior than for the previous
ones, but are shown here in order to further confirm the trend shown in the previous
pictures.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis we have first analyzed the main problems that must be addressed in
order to deploy a Content Delivery Network. We have then reviewed the classic
formulations for the problem of minimizing the number of replicas in the system
(the “replica placement problem”) and for the problem of transparently redirecting
requests to the replicas (request redirection scheme). We have observed that the ma-
jority of solutions so far proposed for replica placement assume static traffic. Also,
the two problems (replica placement and request redirection) are usually treated in
isolation.
Our contribution improves over previous results in that it considers the two prob-
lems jointly, thus providing a new overall solution that effectively trades-off among
the number of replicas, the distance from the best replica, the number of replica addi-
tions and removals. We minimize the costs for replicas placement and maintenance,
we try to keep as low as possible the number of replicas adds and removals while
satisfying all user requests and we do it distributely, load balancing the traffic among
replicas and cloning (removing) replicas whenever their level of utilization is above
(below) a desirable level of utilization.
In particular, by properly setting the Umid parameter we can achieve different
trade-offs between the number of allocated replicas, the user request - serving replica
distance and the frequency of replica additions and removals.
Optimal formulation, dynamic heuristic Building on this new formulation, we
have provided a framework for the design of replica allocation schemes dynamically
placing and removing replicas in response to changing users demand. By assuming
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the users requests dynamics to obey to a Markovian model we saw how to formu-
late the dynamic replica placement problem as a Markovian decision process. This
allowed to identify an optimal policy for dynamic replica placement that can be used
as a benchmark for heuristics evaluation and provides insights on how allocation
and deallocation should be proactively performed. Based on the findings obtained
through the analytical model we derived a centralized heuristic which allocates and
deallocates replicas to reflect the requests traffic dynamics, the costs of adding, delet-
ing and maintaining replicas, the servers load and storage limits, and the requirements
on the maximum distance of the users from the “best replica”.
Characteristics of our replica placement distributed heuristic We have then
proposed a threshold-based distributed heuristic which dynamically adds or deletes
replicas from the network depending on the load of the replicas. This heuristic re-
lies on the behavior of the Request Redirection scheme (RRS). The RRS must be
able to perform load balancing, must avoid overloading replicas unless needed, and
must implement a way for replicas to provide a feedback to the access sites in or-
der to have their load reduced (if possible without overloading other replicas). The
performance of the proposed scheme has been compared with that of (static) greedy
schemes which have been proven to perform well in the literature, and with the cen-
tralized dynamic heuristic.
Extensive OPNET simulations have allowed us to prove the effectiveness of our
distributed heuristic. In particular, the simulations we have performed have shown
that:
• The proposed solution improves over static replica placement. To achieve com-
parable performance in terms of number of allocated replicas, distance between
the user and the serving replicas, static schemes have to be reexecuted fre-
quently, resulting in a number of replica adds and removals that can be three
orders of magnitude higher than in our scheme.
• The heuristic performs well in terms of number of replicas, replicas utilization,
distance between the access site and the serving replica, frequency of config-
uration changes, when varying the traffic load, the network topology, the type
of traffic (Poisson, long tail).
• Together with the proposed load balancing request redirection scheme, the
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distributed replica placement heuristic is effective in keeping the “minimum”
number of replicas in the system (cloning replicas only when needed, removing
replicas whenever some replicas fall below the desired utilization level).
Load balancing We have proposed a distributed load balancing algorithm, which
is meant to be executed by the access nodes of the CDN. According to such scheme
access nodes only need to monitor nearby replicas load conditions to compute their
redirections. The algorithm is executed iteratively, and it is shown to converge to the
optimal load balancing in a few steps. Summing up, the algorithm:
• balances the load among replicas, thus lowering the user perceived latency due
to the server performance
• is completely distributed, as every access node makes use only of local infor-
mation
• is dynamic: every time the traffic or the number of replicas change, it adapts
the current redirection decisions to the new state
• is asynchronous: it is not necessary for access nodes to operate at the same
time
• is able to deal with servers of heterogeneous capacity
• respects the distance constraint: requests will be served only by replicas within
a maximum distance
Simple modifications to the distributed load balancing algorithm allow it to co-
operate with our replica placement heuristic to also enable fine grain control of the
replica level of utilization. Our solution in this way intentionally breaks the load
balancing in a controlled manner, as load unbalancings are limited and functional to
reduce the number of allocated replicas.
The idea is that some underutilized replicas inflate the announced load (used for
sake of load balancing) therefore getting lower and lower share of the users requests
and being removed if possible. Here a replica is said to be underutilized if its current
load is below a predefined range set by the CDN operator.
The overall solution we have proposed is fully distributed and localized and al-
lows to minimize the costs for replica placement, maintenance, replicas adds/removals
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while being able to satisfy all users requests and to keep allocated replicas load in a
target range.
In particular, the redirection scheme is very effective in performing load balanc-
ing, keeping replicas within the specified interval of utilization. By setting different
target levels (Umid) of utilization of the replicas we can strictly control the CDN net-
work operations and trade-off between number of replicas, replicas utilization and
frequency of changes in the replica placement.
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